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ÖZET 

Bu çalışma bilgisayar destekli dinleme-anlama dersinin, dinleme-anlama yetisine 

olan etkisini araştırmaktadır. Biliyoruz ki teknoloji günden güne gelişmektedir ve 

sınıflanmızda yerini almaktadır. Bu teknolojilerden birisi bilgisayardır. 

Bilgisayar destekli eğitim veya BDE bu günlerde sıkça duyduğumuz bir terimdir. 

Bilgisayar destekli dil eğitimin bu günlerde dil eğitimindeki etkililiği de 

tartışılmaktadır. Hala bilgisayar destekli dil eğitimi ile ilgili yeterince deneysel 

çalışma yapılmamıştır ve bu yüzden de etkililiği tam olarak bilinmemektedir. Bu 

nedenden dolayı, bu deneysel çalışma, bilgisayar destekli dil eğitimin, İngilizce 

dinleme-anlama yetisine olan etkisini incelemektedir. 

Bu çalışma Anadolu Üniversitesi İletişim Bilimleri Fakültesi ve Eğitim 

Fakültesi İngilizce Hazırlık programında gerçekleşmiştir. Çalışmaya toplam 40 

öğrenci kahlmışhr. Bu 40 öğrenci iki gruba ayrılmıştır; deneysel grup (bilgisayar 

destekli grup) ve kontrol grubu (geleneksel eğitim grubu). Her iki grup ders 

programları doğrultusunda dinleme-anlama dersi almıştır. Ek ders olarak 

deneysel grup, bilgisayar laboratuvarında 20 saat bilgisayar destekli dinleme

anlama dersi almıştır. Kontrol grup ise yine ek ders olarak sınıf içinde geleneksel 

şekilde 20 saat dinleme-anlama dersi almıştır. Derslerinin içeriği bilgisayar 

programının kitap haline getirelerek, bilgisayar destekli grubun ders içeriği ile 

aynı tutulmuştur. Bu durumda iki grup arasındaki fark, öğrenme araçlarıdır. Her 

iki grup bir öntest ve bir sontest almıştır. Ayrıca çalışmanın sonunda bilgisayar 

destekli grup, bilgisayara karşı tutumlarını ölçen bir anket almıştır. 

Çalışmanın sonuçlarına göre, deney sonunda iki grup arasında anlamlı 

fark yoktur. Sadece TOEFL bölümünde kontrol grubu anlamlı bir gelişme 

sağlamıştır. Bilgisayara karşı tutum anketinin sonuçlarına göre öğrenciler 

bilgisayar destekli eğitime karşı positif bir tutumları olduğu ortaya çıkmıştır. 

En önemli bulgu ıse deneysel grubun öntest ve sontest'i 

karşılaştırıldığında, testler arasında anlamlı bir fark olduğudur. Fakat bu fark, 
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kontrol grubunda yoktu. Yani deneysel grup kendi arasında anlamlı bir gelişme 

sağlarnışhr fakat kontrol grubu bu gelişmeyi sağlayamamıştır. 

Sonuç olarak diyebiliriz ki, bilgisayar destekli dinleme-anlama eğitimi 

geleneksel dinleme anlama dersinden daha üstün bir gelişmeye neden olmamış 

fakat bilgisayarın öğrencilerin daha hızlı öğrenmelerine yardımcı olduğu 

gözlenmiştir. 



ABSTRACT 

This shıdy investigates the effects of supplementaty computer assisted 

listerring instruction on listerring comprehension ability. We know that day by 

day technology improves and that we integrate it with our classrooms and 

sametimes with our instruction. One of this technological improvements is the 

computer. Computer assisted language learning (CALL) or computer assisted 

iustluction (CAl) are terrus used widely these days. The effectiveness of CALL 

and CAl, however, is stili controversial. Experimental studies in the field of 

CALL and CAl are not enough to claim their effectiveness in language skills. 

This study was coııducted to fınd out the effectiveness of the computer in the 

listeııing classroom. 

This shıdy was conducted at Anadolu University Conununication Sciences 

Faculty and Educatioıı Faculty's Preparation Program. A total of 40 subjects 

paıticipated in this study. They were divided into 2 groups: Experimental group 

(computer assist ed group) and control group ( traditional group). The 

experimental group received 20 hours of supplernentary computer assisted 

listening instruction ata computer laboratory. The control group alsa received 20 

hours of traditional supplemeııtary classroom listening instruction. The content of 

both instıuctions was the same; the software was transfoımed into a textbook for 

the traditioııal classroom instıuction. Thus the only diffcrence between the two 

groups was the leaming medium. Both groups received a pretest and a posttest 

An attitude towards computer assisted learning questionnaire was given to the 

experimcntal group at the en d of the treatment.. 

The results of the comparison between experimental and control group 

showed that both groups were similar. The only difference between these groups 

was in the TOEFL scores; the control group scored signifıcantly higher thaıı the 
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experimental group. The results of the attitude questionnaire showed that subjects 

who received computer assisted instruction had positive attitudes towards 

computer assisted leaming. 

The most impoıtant finding w as that when the experimental group' s 

pretest and posttest were compared there was a signifıcant difference between the 

tests. Computer assisted listening instruction enabled the subjects to progress ina 

faster pace. This was not valid for traditional classroom listening instruction. 

There w as not such a significant difference in the control group' s pretest and 

posttest 

In conclusion, the results showed that, although one leaming medium was 

not significantly more effective than the other one, computer assisted listening 

instruction enabled students to improve their listening skills faster than traditional 

classroom listening instruction. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to the Problem 

ı 

Listening is the activity of paying attention to and tıying to understand the 

things we bear. As successful listeners, we have to work out what the speakers 

mean when they speak in particular settings and in particular ways. 

Uııderstanding the words themselves is not enough to understand spoken text 

(Underwood, 1989). 

Understanding is not something that happens because of what a speaker 

says; the listener plays a very important part in the process by using different 

types of knowledge and by combining the knowledge with what he hears and by 

trying to understand what is spoken (Anderson and Lynclı, 1988). 

As Underwood (1989) and Anderson. and Lynch (1988) point out, 

listening is a complex process and the teaching of this process is as complex as 

the listeniug process itself. For many years there has always been soıne problems 

in the teaching of listeııing comprehensioıı. Listeııing compreheıısion is slowly 

receiving the eınphasis it has always deserved. Second language teachers now see 

it as a crucial skill in second language learııing and urge language teaclıers to 

speııd moretimeto listening activities (Chastain, 1988). In the past, listeııiug was 

deseribed as decoding sounds that made up the words in that foreign language. 

The levels of language structure were totally isolated. This approach derived 

from the structuralist approach. The teaching methodology consisted of sets of 

drills, believing that continuous exercise would develop a clearly articulated set 

of skills, and when tbese skills are developed, there would be little else to 

complete about listeııing comprehensioıı. This approaclı was based on the 

behaviouristic traditioıı (Browu, 1987). Students learned to discriminate sounds 
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in the second language and studied the differences in sounds of the second 

language and the similarities in the native language. They also learned the sound 

system and memorized vocabulary and performed oral drills (Chastain, 1987). 

There was little attempt to help learners to understand the whole message of 

spoken English or to make an inference or conclusion from what they had heard. 

Therefore this method was a parts-to-whole approach and was not really 

satisfactory in the teaching of listening comprehension (Rixon, 1986). Brown 

( 1987: ll) deseribes the process of teaching listening comprehension in the 1950s 

and 1960s: 

It was, of course, realized that students should not only be 
exposed to words or sentences pronounced in isolation, they 
should also be exposed to continuous texts. Courses were 
produced which included tapes of a passage read aloud where 
students were required to listen to the tape, a sentence at a time, 
and to write down the series of English words and sentences that 
they heard. A later variant on the standard dietatian exercise was 
to construct a "situationalised" conversational dialogue between 
two people - a traveler and a customs officer, a tourİst and a 
policeman, a husband and wife having breakfast together - where 
the actors playing the parts of the conversationalists would read 
their parts slowly and clearly, carefully pronouncing all their 
consonants. Students would then answer questions about the 
content of the text they had just heard. If they had difficulty in 
remembering w hat they had he ard, the text was played again, and, 
if necessary, again. 

Now we know that listening comprehension isa complex process and that 

it is the central of alllearning. According to Feyten (1991), more than 45 percent 

of our communication time is spent in listening. This enlightening in the 

importance of listening comprehension has also led to new approaches to the 

teaching of listening comprehension. It was understood that listerring should be 

treated in context and that a whole-to-parts approach (from contextualized 

listening to individual sounds of the language) should be considered in the 

teaching of listening comprehension (Rixon, 1986). Later when communicative 

language teaching became popular, it was realized that listerring should also be 
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dealt within a "real life" frame; focus should be on meaning and not on form. It 

was emphasized that language is for coınmunication, that we have to teach 

listerring comprehension in a communicative way. Authentic material was used 

for the teaching of listerring comprehension and it was accepted as useful data for 

classroom work (Rast, 1990). Also Sheerin (1987) points out that teaching 

listerring comprehension is not only identifying sounds but alsa proper 

preparation, adequate support, and the arrangement of appropriate tasks. She 

adds that the diagnosis of error patterns, giving positive feedback and remedial 

action are al so the necessary components in teaching listerring comprehension .. 

Brown (1987) points out the fact that listerring comprehension should be 

understood better in terms of the problems students have in listerring 

comprehension and that the key for it li es in the hands of the teachers: 

W e are c hanging o ur fundamental assumptions ab out the 
ways language works and the way coınmunication takes 
place. In many ways this paradigm shift puts a greater burden 
on teachers. If students' problemsin listerring comprehension 
do not arise from diffıculties in decoding the signal, where do 
they arise? W e are already beginning to supply some of the 
answers to that question and, I believe, in the next few years 
we shall have an even better understanding. It is always 
encouraging to see signs of progress in any sphere: in our 
understanding of listerring comprehension we do see signs of 
progress. 

Brown (1987: 15) 

F eyten ( 1991) states that if listerring is essentiat to language acquisition 

then more attention needs to be paid to the skills needed for effective listerring 

and to the nature of listening. The skills needed for effective listerring can be 

summarized as: predicting, Jistening for specific information, Jistening for 

general understanding, infemiıg opinion and attitude, getting meaning !Tom 

context, recognizing function and discourse patterns and markers, and listening 

for communicative puıposes (Harmer, 1983, Rixon, 1986, Richards, 1983 ). Three 

of these skills can be the key for success in listerring comprehension ability and 
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play a big role in the teaching and learning of listening comprehension. These 

skills are: 

1. Li s tening for general understanding 

This ski ll includes the ability to "get the general picture". Listening for 

general understanding is concerned with rapidly catching the main points of a 

text and not paying attention to irrelevant information or detail. The ability to 

discard redundant, irrelevant or over-detailed information when listening is a 

very important skill (Harmer, 1983). 

2. Listening to extract specifıc information 

This skill is the ability to get information one wants and only to focus on 

that detail. For example, the listener may turn on the radio and listen to a 

particular information in the news. In this case the listener will disregard 

everything except the information he/she needs (Harmer, 1983). 

3. Listerring for communicative tasks 

This skill is the competence to fulfill communicative tasks. For example, 

taking down a telephone message according to a telephone conversation they 

hear, or, filling in application forms by listening to conversations, or, 

understanding directions or locations and following them on maps are 

communicative tasks (Harmer, 1983). 

1.1.1 Problems Involved in the Teaching ofListening Comprehension 

There are some factors in teaching of listening comprehension which can 

make listerring comprehension much more effective if language teachers would 

give more attention to them. These factors are individual differences, visual input 

and feedback. 

Individual Differences: As we know every individual has a different 

learning pace. This is connected with the individuals previous language 

experience. According to Rivers (1968), students at different language levels will 

understand the spoken material in different ways. She indicates that some 

students are disorganized while studying, others are overcautious and spend too 
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much time on each seetion while others are overconfıdent and feel they know it 

all. She also adds that leaming differences in the classroom will cause the 

leamers to panic and therefore decrease their ability to discriminate sounds and 

word groupings. The importance of these differences has been recognized in 

language learning and was the main reason for the thrust towards individual 

instruction in the United States in the 1970s. Some leamers, leam more quickly 

than others, and even though some strategies can be suggested to leamers who 

are slow, stilllearning differences are likely to remain (Dickinson, 1987). Wright 

( 1987) shares the same opinion and states that even if we try to establish group 

norms the leamer always remains an individual and this individual will have 

personal differences. This situation creates problems in the listening classroom 

since there is only one tape and every student has to follow that instruction even 

if it is too fast for one group or too slow for the other group. Abbott and W ingard 

( 1 981) add that in recent years there has been m uc h discussion and studies 

canceming the individualization of instruction. They also state that it is obvious 

that leamers differ in their interests, their speed of learning and their ways of 

using strategies. Therefore methods have to be found to ıninimize the negative 

effects which are based on individual differences in the classroom. 

Visual Input: Anather important issue in listening comprehension is the 

visual input. Visual input is very important in listening because real life listening 

is always supported by visual clues. According to Anderson and Lynch (1988), 

listen~rs benefıt from help of visual supported material that is designed to help 

them interpret what they hear. Ur (1984) states that it is diffıcult to concentrate 

on spoken material that is heard "blind". She adds that if something is colorful, 

humorous, dramatic or in motion, it is better because striking and stimulating 

visual aids are likely to increase students' motivation and concentration. Also 

Chastain (1988 :284) emphasizes the importance of visual input in listening 

comprehension: 



Teachers should strive from the fırst day of class to make 
input comprehensible through the use of visuals and actions. 
Mueller (1980) found that the use of contextual visuals 
improves listerring comprehension for less proficient students 
and concluded that visuals serve as advance organizers, 
enhance students' ability to formuiate correct hypotheses, and 
increase students' interest, thereby causing them to pay closer 
attention. 

6 

Videos and television also help us maintain the necessary visual input 

needed in the li s tening classroom. Abbott and W ingard ( 1981) s ta te that 

television, film, video-tape are extremely good for creating motivation, providing 

spoken language practice in interesting situations and showing the student 

language data outside the classroom experience. Also Dunkel (1986) states that 

audio and video tape can be used to develop metacognitive skills such as note

taking and outlining in tandem with listerring comprehension. She adds that video 

tap e is "perhaps a mo re suitable m edi um for instructional delivery". As a result 

we can say that visual input is crucial in listening comprehension. 

Positive feedback: Feedback is an explicit highlighting of what has been 

le amed or what is being learned, and potentially usage of w hat has been learned 

(Rost, 1990). Feedback plays a great amount in teaching listening 

comprehension. F eedback mu st be İnımediate and it must focus on the meaning 

of the text. W e can del ay immediate feedback in reading and writing be ca use the 

input is in their hands and we can always refer back to the error or the place 

where the feedback is necessary but it is not the same for listerring. Ur (1984) 

deseribes the importance of feedback: " The student' s results need to be 

checked immediately after he has fınished, when what he has heard is stili 

echoing sornewhere in his mind and there is stili a possibility of hearing it 

again.". 

Anather factor involved as well is that students want to know the correct 

answer immediately after they have done a task, are frustrated if is delayed, and 

may very well lose some of their interest by the time it does appear. Dunkel 
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( 1986) states that teachers should give feedback on listener performance to h elp 

learners in checking their comprehension of the received input. She adds that 

feedback should be given as promptly as possible and the listening check should 

be predominantly listening based. Emphasizing the need for feedback, Diekinson 

(1987) states that students need toknow why they are wrong, where they went 

wrong and they need to know how to get the right answer. Also Underwood 

(1989:73) states that feedback in listening should be imınediate; 

Whatever activities are chosen, it is important to provide 
inunediate feedback on whether, and to what extent, the 
students have succeeded in the tasks, and why or why not. It 
is extremely diffıcult to provide useful feedback in later 
lesson, as it is generally necessary to replay, or respeak, the 
listening text in order to refer to the salient points and it is 
very hard to rekindle interest in a 'past' topic or text. In 
addition, much of the value in discussing why students have 
missed things or made errors is lost if the discussion is not 
held inunediately, while relevant thoughts are uppermost in 
everyone' s min d. 

Sheerin ( 1987) also believe s that positive feedback is important in the 

teaching of listening comprehension and she adds that providing positive 

feedback for learners means that they know if they are experiencing success or 

failure. But the chief argument is certainly the pedagogic one: the learning value 

of listening exercises is increased if there is immediate teacher-feedback on 

student performance. 

We can summarize that providing feedback plays an important role in 

listening comprehension. 

W e have looked at some factors which effect teaching and le arning 

listening comprehension. According to experiences, the negligence of these 

factors causes problems in effective learning of listening comprehension. 

Therefore we have to find ways to minimize the effects of misusing or neglecting 

the se factors in the listening classroom. Ways to minimize the effects of misusing 
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or neglecting these factors, may lie ın the usage of computers ın listening 

instruction. 

1.1.2 Listening Comprebension and the Use of Computers 

F orty years ago, computers w ere as big as houses. Experts w ere 

required to operate these machines and they were extremely expensive. 

N o w aday s computers are in the home s of every kin d of people from different 

social and econornical statues. Computers now fıt on our desks and they are 

relatively cheap. lt is a fact that computers are becoming a part of our daily life 

(Hope, Taylor and Pusack, 1984). 

Computer assisted language learning (CALL) and computer assisted 

instruction (CAI) became popnlar in the Iate 1960s and at the beginning of the 

1970s. The fast development of computer technology and linguists and literary 

researchers interests to computers introduced the computer to language learning 

and teaching. As a result the 1960s and 1970s witnessed the evolution in CALL 

(Ahmad, Corbett, Rogers, Sussex, 1985; Dhaif, 1989). The 1980s have witnessed 

the spread of computers both in educational institutions and people's homes. 

S ince the beginning of the '80s computers have also found their 
way in to many primary schools. This has been the result of two 
factors, namely, that computers and computing time have 
become cheaper, and that many new and less complicated 
computers have been developed. CALL packages have also 
become more readily available on the market. The computer 
laboratory has become an integral component of foreign
language-learning programs in most educational institutions. 

Dhaif (1989: 17) 

Computers seem to be an attractive helper in our classrooms and they 

have their own advantages. Since technology improves very fast and computers 

get cheaper day by day, we can easily seethemin our schools. CALL (Computer 

Assisted Language Learning) and CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) are 

nowadays widely used in the language classroom. CAI (Computer Assisted 
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Instruction) is the term used to deseribe computer programs designed for 

teaching. When we use the term CAl, we look from the point of view of the 

computer and how it presents its material. CALL (Coınputer Assisted Language 

Leaming) is the term for different forms of L2 instruction accomplished with the 

use of the computer. For example, using a word processor (which is not really 

designed for language learning) to teach language skills would coıne under the 

term CALL not CAl (McGreal, 1988). 

As we have seen, individual differences, visual input and feedback play a 

great deal in listening coınprehension. According to Ahmad, Corbett, Rogers and 

Sussex, (1985), a computer can combine all ofthese above mentioned factors and 

present tlıem in one nıachine. Many teachers can repoıt that they had to replay 

the passages to one or two students because they still couJd not understand what 

was said. This causes the other students to lose concentration and they start to get 

interested witlı other things in the class. Therefore individualizcd instnıction is 

nearly impossible in a listening class. The students cannot listen to a text several 

times and they c(;l11llot stop the text when they want to. In front of a computer the 

learner is on his/her own and can listeıı to the text several times and also can stop 

the text whenever lıe/she wants and replay the parts' in which he/shc has 

diffıculties in understanding. In overcoming the problem of individual differences 

Ahmad et al (1985) state that "for all practical purposes, each studeııt has the 

computer's full attentioıı and can work at the speed best suited for the 

individual". McGreal (1988) points out that the computer is well built for 

providing individual att.ention to the learner and because of the capacity for 

personal interaction with studeııts, it can provide more humane instruction than 

can a teacher in crowded classrooms. 

In presouting visual data Ahmad et al ( 1985) indicate that the computer 

presents several aspects of particulaı- promises, among tlıese is its versatility in 

handling different kinds of material in the form of text, graphics, audio and 

video. They also eınplıasize that pıivate practice facility provided by the 

computer differs from book excrcises and language laboratories in that it is 
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responsive to the individual learner and has the capacity to assess responses and 

act accordingly, in other words, it is interactive. Also the iınınediate feedback is 

provided by the computer, 

Each student response receives a reply from the computer, 
virtually instantaneously, with appropriate feedback in the 
form of comments, assessment and guidance ... . The le am er is 
corrected the first time a mistake is made. The rest of the 
exercise, rather than perpetuating the error, can serve to 
practice the correct version. 

Ahmad et al (1985:6) 

We should not forget the fact that when we say computer assisted 

language learning we use the word "assisted". Computers should "assist" our 

teaching and should not be considered as a main teaching device which will 

replace classroom instruction. We should consider technology as a useful and 

effective "helper" in our language teaching process and not as a substitute for 

regular classroom learning (Shrum and Glisan, 1994). 

So we can suggest that computer assisted language instruction could be a 

very useful approach in helping for the teaching and learning of listening 

comprehension. 

1. 1.3 Advantages of CALL and CAl 

Before conducting this study we had to assume that computer assisted 

language learning has advantages in the language classroom so that we can say 

that computer can be effective in the language classroom. What are these 

advantages of using CALL? According to Dhaif ( 1989), there are four main 

advantages: 

1. Computers make language conditions more interesting and instruct language 

through games and problem solving activities. As a result, even diffıcult drills 

can become more attractive activities to the student. 
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2. They gıve immediate feedback and force self-correction. The learner has 

always access to the materi al w hi ch is adaptable to the leamer' s leve1. 

3. The computer can present unlimited types of activities in language teach1ng. 

4. CALL also gives the student learning a language the opportunity to develop 

general computer literacy which he will be able to use in further career 

prospects. 

Other advantages are mentioned by Chapel and Jamieson (1986). 

According to them there are three instructional ideals which make it reasonable 

to let students practice language on the computer: 

1) Individualization: Learner has the chance to work with the instructed language 

on his/her own. Poor students can catch up by using the computer outside of the 

classroom hours and the teachers do not have to slow down the class. 

2) Record keeping: The computer has the opportunity to collect the data which 

flows between the student and the computer while interacting. This data can be 

impoı1ant for further data analysis. For example the students' answers can be 

collected and analyzed to improve the program's error diagnosis and remedition. 

3) Answer judging: Answer judging com es after the computer has asked a 

question and the student has answered it. The computer should give information 

about the correctness of the answer and give meaningful explanation about why 

the answer is wrong. 

Ahmad et al ( 1985) divide the advantages of CALL in to three categories: 

a) The benefits of the computer and its natme, b) the benefi ts for the teacher and 

c) the benefits for the leaıner. The benefıts of the computer' s nature are: 

Anadolu ÜrıhıP'"'. ssı 
Uerl<ez Kütüphane 



It can handie a much wider range of activities, and much 
more powerfully, than other technological aids. More than 
just this, the computer can offer interactive learning. This 
means that it can conduct a two-way learning session with the 
student. It is much more than a mere programmed textbook, 
who se powers of interaction are virtually limited to an ability 
to reveal the correct answer: the computer can 'assess' the 
student's response. It can also display messages, take the 
student through subsequent attempts of a question, and even 
take the student to a different seetion of the package, 
depending on the nature of the response. The computer can 
do all this very quickly - its response is practically 
instantaneous. 

Ahmad et al (1985:4) 
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The most important benefıt from the point of the teaeber is that the 

computer can handle different kinds of media in one machine: It can present 

information in the form of text, graphics, audio and video. Also the teacher has 

always the chance to modify computer exercise which he can not do with a 

textbook. The most important benefit for the leamer is that the student has 

access. This means that the computer' s flexibility of time all o w s the le am er the 

choice when to study and what to study. This factor makes courses accessible for 

students who would otherwise have no chance to take them (Ahmad et al, 1985). 

Hope, Taylor and Pusack (1984:3) mention the advantages of CALL. 

They state that: 

The computer allows one-to-one interaction. The amount of 
control over events is shared fairly equally between student 
and machine: the computer asks the question and has the 
answer; the student decides when to turn it on and off, which 
material to work on, and how fast to go. Students have rarely 
such power over their teachers. Teachers rarely seem as 
patient. 

Hope, Taylor and Pusack (1984) state that the computer shares another 

quality with good teachers: it keeps careful records and performs correction 

tasks. 
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Van Der Linden (1993) indicates the advantages of CALL by highlighting 

the importance of feedback in the classroom and the implications in CALL. She 

states that little attention has been paid for the importance of feedback in the 

foreign language classroom. She adds that corrective feedback is provided in the 

classroom but that it is not systematic or immediate. She emphasizes that in 

computer assisted instruction: 

- feedback is provided for every incorrect response 

- it is given immediate 

- self-correction by the learner is required 

Al so N agata (ı 993) mention s that when w e compare computer assisted 

language instruction with the textbook and workbook, a CALL program can 

provide immediate feedback on the correctness of the learner's response. 

F innegan and Sinatra (ı 991) indicate the different advantages computer 

programs posses. They state that some programs allow for instruction to different 

ability levels, so students are not dependent upon a teacher or tutor to check their 

'vork before they continue. Other programs provide correct answers to prevent 

frustration while others do not go on unless the right answer is given. In both 

cases the learner is prevented to proceed with wrong information and incorrect 

assumptions. They add that this is an extremely valuable feature since it prevents 

the reinforcement of misconceptions. 

According to Jones (ı983:249-250) computers have many possible 

appli(:ations: 

"Computer assisted test and practice exercıses present an 
important development in language teaching. They can 
provide practice in English - which means that they can teach 
as well as test. Because of its ability to provide students with 
individual and instant feedback, the computer as tester is 
potentially an invaluable aid to teachers: it can relieve them 
of the burden of constant remedial work, and of the 
unenviable task of trying to make such work interesting and 
motivating, thus releasing them for more creative and 
enjoyable whole class activities. 
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As we have seen in the above section, computer assisted language leaming 

and instruction has many advantages and these advantages can be very useful in 

the teaching of foreign languages. 

Stili we can say that experimental studies investigating the effectiveness of 

CALL and CAl are very limited. W e have to conduct studies w hi ch investigate 

the effectiveness of CALL an CAl in the four language skills. This study was 

conducted to investigate the effectiveness of computer assisted language teaming 

in listening comprehension. 

1.2. Aim and Scope of the Study 

The aim of the study is to determine the effect of supplementary computer 

assisted listening instruction on general listening comprehension proficiency. 

Also the effect of supplementary computer assisted listening instruction on three 

subskills were examined. These subskills were: 

1. Listening for communicative purposes 

2. Listerring for specifıc information 

3. Listening for general understanding. 

Al so an other aim of the study was to determine the students' attitudes 

towards computer assisted instruction and learning. This was done to fınd out if 

the students had positive or negative attitudes towards computer assisted 

learning. The results of this questionnaire could show us how the attitudes of the 

stud~nts in the computer assisted class effect their performance in computer 

assisted listening instruction. 

There were two reasons why computer assisted listening instruction was 

chosen to be supplementary for general listerring comprehension. The first one 

was that computer assisted instruction should not be seen as a substitute for 

traditional classroom instruction. Therefore we have to investigate the effects of 

supplementary computer assisted listening instruction. The second reason was 

that the computer assisted material was designed for supplementary listening 

instruction. 
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1.3. Research Questions 

The following research questions were asked in the study: 

1. How do suppleınentaıy listening classes in differcnt learning 

environınents (Computer assisted class - Traditional Class) effect the students' 

general listening cornprehension ability? 

2. Ho w do these environınents (Computer Assisted Class-Traditional 

Class) effect each of the listening sub-skills? 

3. \Vhat are the attitudes towards computer assisted inst1uctiou in the 

Computer Assistcd Class? 

The next c hapter presents the review of literature of the related studies 

conducted in the field of CALLand CAL Al so related issues in listerring 

comprehension are reviewed. 



CHAPTER ll 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Experimental Studies Conducted in the Field of CALL and CAl 
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Experimental studies investigating the effectiveness of CALL are veıy 

limited. The studies mainly focus on writing, grammar, reading, general attitudes 

against computer assisted learning and effects of computer assisted instruction in 

other educational subjects. Ford and Ford ( 1 992) s ta te that hypennedia learning 

matetials may often be produced in an atmosphere of untested optimisın and that 

it is sametimes assumed that this kind of instruction is to be effective, without 

do ing any expeıimental tes ts of the assumption. As Shrum and Glisan ( 1994) 

point out we still do not exactly know whether CALL helps the learner in skills 

like reading, wıiting, grammar, vocabulaıy acquisition or listening 

comprehension. Therefore we can say that CALL still needs to be studied 

expeıimentally, especially in the main four skills. This experimental study was 

conducted to detennine the effectiveness of supplementaıy computer assisted 

listening instruction. When we look at siınilar studies, we see that computer 

assisted instruction can be effective in the teaching and learning of language 

skills. Then we can assume that leamers could do better in listerring 

comprehension if they were supplemented with instıuction from the computer. 

As there are not many studies conducted in the field of CALL and listening 

comprelıension, we have to look at some other comparative studies whiclı could 

be helpful in suppoıting our assumption about the effectiveness of computers 

and listening comprehension. 

A study by Riding and Chambers (1992) was conducted to compare the 

use oftwo learning ınedia: CD-ROM and textbook. Riding and Chaınbers (1992) 

used 40 19-year old undergraduates as subjects. They were randomly divided 
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into two groups. Their material was a geography textbook and the CD-ROM 

version of the book. One group used the textbook and the other used a computer 

with the CD-ROM version of the book. Both groups were asked 7 questions and 

they were expected to answer these questions by refening to the material. The 

questions were divided into four categories: factual, iııterpretive, comparative 

and deductive. The results were analyzed in tenns of their perfoımance on the 

questions and the strategy used in attempting to answer the questions. The 

results indicated that there was little difference between the subjects' scores in 

the interpretive questions. Flowever, the group using the CD-ROM version 

performed considerable better on both the factual and deducti.ve categories but 

less on the comparatives. They state that the reason why the CD-ROM group 

peıfonned less on the comparative category, could probably be the lack of 

diagrams in the CD-ROM version of the book. In the actual textbook, diagrams 

and illustrations were included and the students had the dıance to compare the 

diagrams. In tenns of search strategies using the CD-ROtvl version had the 

advantage of greater flexibility and the use of a variety of approaches. The 

textbook group used the index as a search method. As a conclusion the writers 

state that even in a fairly primitive fonn the use of CD-ROM is effective in a 

ran ge of tasks. They add that the fmdings encourage :fuıther consideration of the 

use of the m edi um. 

Bacig, Evans, and Lannouth, (1991) conducted a study on Computer 

Assisted Instıuction in Critica! Thinking and Writing. In this study they wanted 

to d etermine if students do better or worse in a program using a pencil-and-paper 

version of the process/model approach compared witlı a computer assisted 

version of the approach. This approach uses traditional essay models to teach 

students to use particıılar inductive reasoning processes in their writing. A total 

of 98 subjects were involved in the study. Saınples of students' essays were 

co1lccted in all freshman composition courses taught at the University of 

Minnesota~ Duluth. The samples form the group wlıich received the computer 

assisted instruction version of the approach were collected in floppy disk 
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medium and then the essays were retrieved from the disks. To evaluate the 

subjects samples, the total number of each type of linguistic markers of 

comparison and contrast ( simple connectors, negatives, negative affıxes, 

comparative and superlative forms, and various lexical items entailing 

comparison and contrast) were tabulated by using a master list derived from 

Odeli (1977) and augmented by Opack and Perushek (1985). The results showed 

that the students working with the CAl version did at least as well as, and in 

some respect, better than the students who worked with the paper-and-pencil 

version. They conclude that there might be a gain in overall efficiency in the 

CAI version of the program. 

Lowe and Bickel (1993) conducted a sınall-scale study investigating the 

effectiveness of CAl in teaching grammar and writing. 27 subjects were involved 

in the study. In the study two groups were used, a Computer Assisted Class and 

a Iradirional Class. At the beginning of the experiment subjects received a 55 

question multiple choice pretest designed to measure students' knowledge of 

grammar and writing concepts. The computer assisted class received computer 

assisted instruction while the traditional class received conventional classroom 

instruction. This treatment lasted for one semester. At the end of the semester 

both group s received the pretest as the posttest The results of pre- and posttests 

of the two groups were compared. The results indicated that students in the 

computer assisted class scored, on average, 8.1 points better on the 55-question 

posttest than did students in the traditional class. These results are especially 

interesting because the average pretest score for the computer assisted group was 

1. 7 points lower than for the traditional group. 

Dunkel ( 1986) investigated the effectiveness of CALL by reviewing the 

literature on CALL and relevant experimental studies. Among her fındings was 

that when computers are used, students leam instructional materials at a faster 

pace. In an evaluation of 30 studies conducted by Orlansky and String (1979; 

cited in Dunkel, 1986) to investigate the effectiveness of computer managed 

instruction and computer assisted instruction for military training, Orlansky et al 
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(ı 979; cited in Dunkel, ı 986) fo und that computer assisted instruction saved 

30% or more of the time learners needed to fulfıll the same courses given by 

traditional instruction. Also she adds that in Kulik and Kulik's (ı986; cited in 

Dunkel, ı986) analysis of college level computer based education studies, it was 

found that computer based education students required only two-thirds as much 

instructional time as did students taught with traditional methods. 

In an other study, Beauvois (ı 992) investigated the effects of computer 

assisted classroom discussion. She deseribed how computer assisted classroom 

discussion provides a unique environment for student-student and student

teacher interaction in an experimental networked laboratory established by the 

English Department at the University of Texas, Austin. The computer assisted 

network discussion is done by using a local area network. A local area network 

(LAN) is a set of computers which are connected together and with which you 

can communicate by using the keyboard by sending messages to other 

computers connected to the LAN. She was so impressed by the success of the 

LAN in a Portuguese class that she decided to experiment using the network to 

tutar high school students who were having serious trouble in French. In 

computer assisted discussions, students send messagesin their foreign language 

to other computer users in the Iab and start discussions. The teaeber can join the 

discussion and can also observe the discussion on the screen. Beauvois ( 1992) 

reports that researches conducted in the using of LAN for classroom discussions 

reveal important facts for language teaching; 

The use of LAN to produce synchronous, real-time discussion 
show that in this networked computer classroom, typically 
reticent students, i.e., women, minority students, and anxious 
or shy learners tend to participate in the discussion more 
readily and more often than in the regular classroom. The 
computer does not transmit accent or skin colors, no one is 
put on the spot to respond, and these elements seem to create 
a relative Iy nonthreating atrnosphere in the classroom. . . . On 
the network, the instructor becomes more of a guide and 
facilitator than a purveyor of right answers. 

Beauvois (1992:456) 
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Beauvois ( 1 992) also ads that computer assisted who le class discussion 

gives students the courage to read, think and write as they try to keep up with the 

ongoing conversation seralling on the screen. She concludes by stating that the 

experiment of tutoring students with LAN went successfully and that 

synchronous, real-time networks have the potential to make an impact on 

language learning and that they fulfill a major criteria that are important when 

evaluating the effectiveness of computer assisted language learning. 

Aşkar, Yavuz, and Köksal (1992) conducted a study on students' 

perception of computer assisted instruction environment and their attitudes 

to w ards computer assisted learning. The subjects w ere 13 7 fifth grade students 

from two private elementary schools. The subjects received computer assisted 

instruction for one month. To asses the subjects' perceptions and attitudes they 

used two scales, an attitudes towards CAL scale which was used to assess their 

attitudes towards computer assisted learning, and a Computer Assisted 

lnstruction Environment Instrument w hi ch was used to assess the students' 

perceptions about the differences between computer assisted instruction and 

traditional classroom instruction. They concluded that all assessed perceptions 

of both the computer assisted and traditional environments are in favor of CALL. 

They added that students reported developments in concentration and self

evaluation while working in a computer assisted environment. According to 

Aşkar et al (1992), the results of the study can be summarizedin one sentence: 

"CAl is a better and more comfortable way of learning than are traditional 

methods" . 

Abouserie, Mo ss and Barasi ( 1 992) also conducted a study measuring 

cognitive style, gender, attitudes toward computer assisted learning and acadernic 

achievement. The subjects were 143 fırst year medical students enrolled on a 

physiology course at the University of W al es College of Cardiff. Their computer 

assisted instruction consisted of nine computer tutorial packages which covered 

all of the basic course content. The procedure lasted for one academic year. A 
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Group Embedded Figures Test and an attitude questionnaire were given to the 

subjects to measure their cognitive style and attitudes towards computer assisted 

learning. There academic achievement was detennined by students' scores at the 

cnd of the academic year in the physiology courses. The results were that 

students had positive attitudes towards computer assisted leaming, that male 

students preferred computer assisted learning signifıcantly more than female 

students and that there w as no significant relatiouship between students' attitudes 

towards computer assisted learning and their achievement intheir course. 

2.2 Teaching Listeııing Comprehensioıı and the Usage of Technology 

Listeııing Comprehension was in touch with technology right from the 

beginning of the teaching of the skill. In 1972, the University of Michigan Press 

published the fırst ESL Hstening textbook and audio tapes for the teaching of 

listening (Works, N. M., 1985). To use this material in class they needed a tape

recorder. Works (1985) states that by the Iate 1970s there had been an enormous 

increase in audio and video tapes. This time also the video got into the classroom 

to assist the teaching of listening comprehension. Undenvood (1989) points out 

that the video helps teachers to point out the visual clues which help students to 

mıderstand what they hear. She adds that for listening practice, video combines 

most of the advantages of using tape recordings with the main advantage of 

"1ive'' presentation, in other words, the speaker and the immediate context can be 

seen. 

In the teaching of listening comprehension in foreign language 

environments, technolof,')' is very important because students have to comc face 

to face with native spoken language data. Teachers can bring this language data 

into the classroom only with the he1p of technology which is, in the case of 

listening comprehensioıı, tape-recorders and video s. According to Du '-~ı rı 986), 

instructors can bring L2 students into contact with a wide range of l 

in the shape of audio and videotapes that are systematically prese 
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help to enable the "discovery process" and the use of cognitive strategies to 

increase listerring comprehension. 

Alsa Ahmad, Corbett, Rogers and Sussex, ( 1 985), suggest that computer 

can be used in listerring comprehension. They state that cassette recorders are 

slow-speed devices for storing and retrieving data. In other words, to fınd a 

particular text on a tape you have to wound it and fınding the wanted listerring 

text takes time. Butona computer disk you can retrieve the text from any part of 

the disk. This means, the moment you give the retrieve cornmand to the computer 

the wanted seetion or text is available. This has numerous advantages for the 

listerring class. 

As we mentioned before, the computer can combine audio and video and 

present both media in one machine. According to Hope, Taylor and Pusack 

(1984:48); 

By using addirional technologies, we can fınd fascinating 
ways to give students much more realistic exposure to the 
target language. The limitations of the audio language lab are 
gradually being overcome as the computer makes listerring 
and viewing more interactive. The attraction of using these 
addirional media lies in their potential to overcome the 
sornewhat sterile feeling of computerized drill and to canfront 
the student with authentic samples of language and culture. 

Related studies show us that computer assisted instruction may be 

effective in the language classroom. W e can alsa say that the listerring 

comprehension needs technology in the classroom and that it can add many 

effective advantages to our instruction. Therefore the effects of computer assisted 

instruction on listerring comprehension ability have to be investigated to 

determine if these positive effects and advantages of computer assisted 

instruction are really relevant in our listerring classrooms. 

The next chapter presents the methodology of the study. 
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Subjects consisted of 40 elementaıy level University students (between 

the ages 18-20) from Anadolu University's English Language Preparation 

program of the Communication Sciences Faculty and Education Faculty. The 

reason why elementary level students were used in this study was that when we 

investigate success in language learning in experimental studies, using subjects 

which had less exposure to the language is more appropriate for the validity of 

the study. 

The subjects were chosen according to the results of the placement test 

which they took at the beginning of the 1996-97 semester. Their score range 

from this placement test was 0-4 points. The same placement test was given 

before the study (beginning of the second semester) to determine whether these 

groups of students stili formed a homogenous group. The results of the second 

placement test indicated that the two groups stili formed a homogenous group 

although their scores had increased. Their score range was 19-26 points. 

The subjects were divided into two groups: Experimental group 

(Computer Assisted Class) and control group (Traditional Class). 

3.1.1 Experiınental Group (Computer Assisted Class) 

The experimental group (Computer Assisted Class) consisted of 20 

students. They received computer assisted instruction ina computer laboratory. 
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3.1.2. Control Group (Traditional Class) 

The control group (Traditional Class) also consisted of 20 students. They 

received instıuction in a traditional classroom environment. 

3.2 Material 

3.2.1. Regular Listeniııg Material 

The Preparation program allocates 4 hours of listening instı·uction per 

week. These 4 hours were divided into two as follows: 2 hours of regular in-class 

listenü1g instıuction and 2 hours of supplementary listening instruction. In the 

two hours of supplementary listening instruction, the experimental group 

received listening instruction in a computer assisted environment. The control 

group, on the other hand, received listerring instruction in the classroom. 

In the regular 2 hours of listening instruction the material was designed 

according to the listening curriculum of the preparation program. 

3.2.2. Supplementary Listening Material 

The supplementaıy listening material consisted of a listening software 

which was used by the experimental group while the control group received the 

same material adapted from the software. 

The software the experimental group used were two CD-ROMs calied 

"Listen 1" and "Listen2" from Tlıe Language Company The content of the two 

CD-ROMs was taken from Heinemann's Iistening textbook "Listeıı Up'. The 

software consisted of 20 un i ts. 

The control group received the same listening mateıial used by the 

experimental group. However, it was designed in the form of a text-book and 

audio tapes. This adaptation was done by capturing the computer units from the 

screen and printing them, and recording the listening extracts from the computer 

on to an audio tape. 
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3.3. Procedure 

The experiment lasted for 20 classroom hours. It started at the beginning 

of the second semester of the preparation program. Before the experiment 

started, the students were given a pretest to determine their current listening 

comprehension level. The pretest was designed according to the listening skills 

students would receive during the study. 

After the treatment they received a posttest The posttest was the same as 

the pretest to determine if there was any difference in progress in listening 

comprehension ability .. 

3.3. 1. Computer Assisted Instruction 

The experimental group received computer assisted instruction at the 

computer Iab of the Foreign Language Center of the Anadolu University. At the 

beginning of the treatment, students received a brief tutorial about how to use the 

computer program. The fırst interaction with the computer was with a demo 

program to familiarize students with the use of the mouse and some basic 

principles of the computer. 

The computer assisted instruction started with the first unit of the 

program. They had to proceed in sequence from the I st unit to the 20th unit of 

the computer program. In one class ho ur ( 45 min u tes) the subjects in the 

experimental group had to fınish one unit. They could not proceed to the next 

unit before they achieved a certain score from that unit; at least a 90 out of 100. 

After each unit, the score of a student could be observed by the teaeber from the 

main menu screen of the program. One sample unit is presented in Appendix 1. 

At the end of the treatment, before the post-test, the experimental group received 

a questionnaire to d etermine the students' attitudes towards computer assiste d 

learning. This was done to observe the point of view of the students towards 

computer assisted learning. 
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3.3.2. Classroom Instruction 

In the classroom the instruction was the same as the regular listening 

dasses in the preparation program. An audio tape was used to present the aural 

text. The content of the printed and aural text was the same as the content used 

in the computer program. The lesson consisted of pre-listening and during 

listening activities. Pre-listening activities consisted of short discussions to elicit 

background knowledge on the topic. During-listening activities consisted of 

listening to the actual material and answering related questions. 

3.4. Data Collection 

3.4.1. Pretest and Posttest 

The pretest and posttest (see Appendix 2), the same test administered 

before and after the treatment, consisted of 6 parts. Each part tested a particular 

listening sub-skill. In this study, the three listening sub-skills were tested. In the 

supplementary classes, both in the traditional and computer assisted class, the 

following skills were practiced and their related tasks were: 

1. Listening for general understanding. According to Harmer (1983), 

putting pictures or main ideas into order are tasks which are practiced to test this 

skill. 

2. Listening to extract specifıc information. Completing grids and 

true/false questions which state specifıc information are tasks related to this skill 

(Harmer, 1983; Ur, 1984). 

3. Listening for communicative purposes. According to Harmer (1983), 

tasks related to this skill are tasks where students are asked to do something as if 

they themselves were one of the people they hear talking. This can be fılling in 

application forms or "which picture tasks" (Underwood, 1989). 

In the pretest -posttest, the se skills were test ed by using tasks related to the 

skills. The distribution of the skills in the pretest-posttest can be summarized as 
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in the Table 3.1. The given partnumbersin the last column of the tab1e show the 

paı1 numbers in the pre and posttest 

Table 3.1 
Distribution of Subskills in the Pretest and Posttest 

Listening for general understanding Putting pictures irıto order Part 4 

Putting statements into order Paıt 5 

Listening to extract specifıc information Conıpleting grids Part 6 

True/False questions based on picture Part 2 
- -
Listening for communicative tasks Listening to direct1ons Part 3 

Which picture tasks Part 1 

The pretest-posttest were given to both dasses at the same time. The test 

1asted for approximately 50 minutes. During the test each part was cxp1ained and 

the stııdents were asked if they had any questions about the instnıction in a given 

task. Students were then given time (about three minutes) to read the questions 1 

examine the pictures. After students fa.miliarized themselves with the task, they 

1istened to the text. Students hstened to the text twice. After llstening the second 

time, students w ere given tiıne again (ab out two minutes) to check the ir answers. 

This procedure was repeated for each part of the test. 

3.4.2. Practice TOEFL Listening Test 

A practice TOEFL listening test (Appendix 4) was also gıven at the 

beginning and at the end of the study to the subjects to detennine if computer 

assisted instnıction would be effective in the achievement of TOEFL listening. 

The TOEFL test is considered as a standard test in measuring language 

proficiency. In this test listening proficiency is also tested. The pretest-posttest 

given in this study was designed according to the sk111s they received in their 

listening classes but the subjects were not familiar with TOEFL type of listening 

questions. A1so they did not receive any TOEFL based listening practice before 

or during the treatment. Therefore a practice TOEFL listening test was used as a 
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second independent measurement to evaluate the effectiveness of computer 

assisted instruction in generallisterring comprehension ability. 

3.4.3. Computer Assisted Instruction Attitude Questionnaire 

Before the posttest an attitude questionnaire (Appendix 5) towards 

computer assisted instruction was given to the experimental group students to 

determine their attitudes towards computer assisted instruction. This was done to 

observe computer assisted leaming al so from the po int of the leamer and not only 

by looking at the scores they have achieved in the tests. The results of this 

questionnaire could be another way of showing us why the subjects in the 

experimental group (computer assiste d class) w ere successful or not. 

This questionnaire was translated into Turkish to avoid any second 

language based rnisunderstandings which may lead to false conclusions about the 

results of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was adapted from Aşkar et al' s 

( 1992) study about the perceptions and attitudes of students' toward computer 

assisted instruction. lt consisted of ten questions designed to reveal students' 

attitudes towards computer assisted leaming. Each question had three 

altematives; yes, sometimes or no. 

3.5. Data Analysis 

Before the treatment, the total pretest scores of both the control group and 

experimental group were compared to determine if there were any significant 

differences between the two groups. To do this at-test for independent samples 

was used. Also the posttest total scores were calculated by using a t-test for 

independent samples to determine if there were any significant differences 

between the two groups after the treatment. 

To determine if there w as a signifıcant difference within the group s, that 

is if there was a difference between the pretest and posttest results of each group, 

a paired t-test (t-test for dependent samples) was used. 
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Since the pretest-posttest was divided into three 1istening sub-skills 

( Lt~çtening For general understand ing, Listening to extract specific införrnation, 

Listening for communicative ta.sks) the scores of each skill were compared, to 

detcnııine whether the environment of supplementaıy instruction had an effect 

on the improvernent of different skills. The scores achieved from each skill were 

calculated and later transposed to a 1 00 points scale. Later the comparison of the 

subskjll scores between groups was done by using a t-·test for independent 

samples. The comparison of the subskill scores within the groups was done by 

using at-test for paiı·ed sarnples (t-test for dependent samples). 

The results of the questionnaire were analyzed by scoring the answers on 

a three po int response sc ale: Y es (3 ), Sometirnes (2) and No (1 ). The scores of 

each student were calcu1ated and their mean was taken. Later percentages of each 

respond were calculated The maximum score to be achieved in the questionnaiı·e 

was 30. Th1s number was taken to be the criteria which would reflect the 

students' attitudes toward computer assisted leaming. 

The next c hapter presents the results of the statistica1 analysis for within 

and between &rroups, and the results of the attitude questionnaire. 
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The amı of this study was to determine if there is an effect of 

supplementaıy computer assisted instnıction on listening comprchension ın 

general and on its subskills. Therefore the pretest and posttest overall scores were 

calculated and also the subskills: Iistening for coınmunicative purposes, k<>tening 

fi.Jr specific infömıation and listening for general understanding were calculated. 

The results of the attitude questionnaire will also be discussed. 

4.1 Pretest Results 

4.1.1 Overall 

The pretest results of the experimental and control group were analyzed 

by using the t-test for independent samples. This was done to dctermine if the 

two groups used in the experiment were simi1ar in tenns of their listerring 

coınprehension proficiency before the treatment. The overa11 scores (three 

subskills combined) of both groups were calculated. As shown in Table 4. 1 the 

mean score of the control group was 58.55 and the ınean of the experiınental 

group was 53.88. The t-test calculations did not show a significant differeuce 

between groups (p=0.1828>a=0.05). Therefore we can say that both groups' 

listening comprehension profıciency was similar at the beginning of the 

treatment. 
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Table 4.1 
Pretest Means for Control and Experimental Group 

Groups n mcan mcan diffcrcnce t p 

Control Group 20 58.55 

4.67 -1.3569 0.1828 

Experimental Group 20 53.88 

a=O.o5 

4.1.2 Pretest: l.i.\'tening for Communicative Purposes 

Each of the subsk111s were calculated and compared between the groups. 

Table 4.2 shows the mean scores for listening for commurıicative purposes. The 

mean of the control group was 78.46, and the mean of the experimental group 

was 82.50 with a 4.04 mean difference. This difference was not significant. 

(p=0.4483>ô.=0.05). The performance of both groups in the subskill of listening 

for communicative purposes was similar. 

Groups 

Control Group 

Table 4.2 
Pretest Listening for Communicative Purposes Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
n m can mcan difference t 

20 78.46 

p 

4.04 0.7661 0.4483 

Experimental Group 20 82.50 

0:=0.05 

4.1 .3 Pretest: Listening for .\pecific Information 

Table 4.3 shows the results of the t-test analysis of the subskill listening 

for specific infannation The mean of the control group was 47.00 and the mean 

of the experimental group was 43.81, with a mean difference of 3.19. The t-test 

analysis indicated that again thcre was no significant d1fference between the two 
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groups (p=0.3426>a=0.05). Therefore the two groups were similar ın their 

listening ability in this subskill at the beginning of the treatment. 

Group s 

Control Group 

Table 4.3 
Pretest Listening for Specific Information Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
n mean mean difference t 

20 47.00 

p 

3.19 -0.9610 0.3426 

Experimental Group 20 43.81 

a=o.os 

4.1.4 Pretest: Listeningfor General Understanding 

The results of the t-test analysis showed that the two groups were also 

similar in profıciency level in the subskill listening for general understanding. As 

seenin Table 4.4 the mean of the control group was 56.18 and the mean of the 

experimental group was 43.97, with a 12.21 mean difference. Although the mean 

difference seems to be large, there was no significant difference between groups 

in this subskill (p=0.9775>U=0.05). 

Groups 

Control Group 

Table 4.4 
Pretest Listening for General Understanding Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
n m ean mean difference 

20 56.18 

t p 

12.21 -1.6977 0.9775 

Experimental Group 20 43.97 

a=O.OS 

4.1.5 Pre Practice TOEFL Results 

A practice TOEFL test was also given to the subjects to deternıine if 

supplementary computer assisted listening instruction would effect the success in 
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TOEFL listening. Tab]e 4.5 shows the results of the t-test analysis of the pre 

TOEFL scores. 

Table 4.5 
Pre TOEFL Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
Groups n mean mean difference t p 

Control Group 18 20.78 

3.22 - 1.7235 0.9388 

Experimental Group 18 17.56 

a=o.o5 

In Tab le 4.5 we can see that the ınean of the control group was 20.78 and 

the ınean of the experimental group was 1 7.56. Both groups were similar in 

proficiency level, that is, there was no significant difference between the groups 

in the TOEFL test (p=0.9388>a=0.05). 

4.1.6 S uromary of the Pretest 

Table 4.6 shows the pretest ınean results of the control group and 

expeıimental group. As seen in Table 4.6, in both groups, the means scored from 

the subskill Iistening for communicative purposes , are larger than the means 

scored from the other two subskills. 

Pretest 
Overall 
LCP 
LSl 
LGU 
TOEFL 

Table 4.6 
Summary of the Pretest Mean Results 

of the Control Group and the Experimental Group 
Control Group Experimental Group 

58.55 53.88 
78.46 82.50 
47.00 
56.18 
20.78 

43.81 
43.97 
17.56 

LCP (Listcniııg for Communicative Purposes) 
LSI (Listcning for Spccifıc Purposes) 
LGU (Listening for General Understanding) 

Mean Difference 
4.67 
4.04 
3.19 
12.21 
3.22 
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If we compare the mean difference of the listemng for general understandıi1g 

mean scores with that of the other two subskills, we can see that the mean 

diffcrence shown in Table 4.6 is greater than the mean differences in the other 

two subskills. 

The ıneans of each subskill and for the overall (skills combuıed) are 

similar for both groups. The results of statistical analysis showed that there was 

no signifıcant difference between groups. The two groups were at the same level 

at the beginning of the study. 

4.2 Posttest Results 

4.2. 1. Overall 

The posttest total scores were agaın calculated by usıng the t-test for 

independent samplcs. Table 4.7 shows the results of this analysis. 

Table 4.7 
Posttest Means for Control and Experimental Group 

Groups n mean mean difference t p 

Control Group 20 61.23 

4.87 1.2836 0.2070 

Experimental Group 20 66.10 

a =O.OS 

As shown in Table 4.7, the mean score of the posttest for the control 

group was 61.23 and the mean of the experimental group was 66.10. The ınean 

difference was 4.87. The results of the t-test analysis indicate that there is no 

signifıcant difference between the two groups (p=0.2070>a=0.05). This means 

that the supplementaıy computer assisted listerring instruction did not have 

signifıcant effect when compared with the instluction given in the traditional 

classroom environment. 
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4.2.2 Posttest: Listening for Communicative Purposes 

As shownin Table 4.8, the mean score for listening for communicative 

purposes of the control group was 92.88, and the mean of the experiınental group 

was 93.85. The mean difference is 0.95. Again according to the t-test analysis, 

there was no signifıçant difference between the control group and the 

experimental group (p=O. 761 l>a=0.05). 

Groups 

Control Group 

Table 4.8 
Posttest Listening for Communicative Purposes Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
n m ean mean difference t 

20 92 .88 

p 

0.97 0.3062 0.761 ı 

Experimental Group 20 93 .85 

a =o.o5 

By looking at the results in Table 4.8 we can say that the supplementary 

computer assisted listening instruction did not have a signifıcant effect on the 

students' listening ability in the listening for communicative purposes subskill. 

4.2.3 Posttest: Listening for .. \'pecific Information 

Table 4.9 shows that the mean for listeııing for :,pecific infannation of the 

control group was 50.44, and the mean of the experimental group was 52.50. The 

mean difference was 2.06 with the experimental group having a higher score. 

Groups 

Control Group 

Table 4.9 
Posttest Listening for Specifıc Information Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
n mean mean difference t 

20 50.44 

p 

2.06 0.5368 0.5946 

Experiınental Group 20 52.50 

a =O.OS 
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The results of statistical analysis indicated that there was no signifıcant 

difference between the control and the experimental group (p=0.5946>U=0.05). 

This means that supplementary computer assisted listening instruction did not 

have a significant effect on the students' listening ability in the listening for 

specıfic infannation subskill. 

4.2.4 Posttest: Listening for General U nderstanding 

As indicated in Table 4.10, the mean for listening for general 

understanding of the control group w as 49.71, and the m ean of the experimental 

group was 60.59. The mean difference was 10.88 with the experimental group 

having the higher score. Although the mean difference seems to be large, the 

results of the t-test analysis indicated no signifıcant difference between the two 

groups (p=0.1439>a=0.05). 

Table 4.10 
Posttest Listening for General Understanding Means 

for Control and Experimental Group 
Groups n mean mean difference t p 

Control Group 20 49.71 

10.88 1.4921 O. 1439 

Experimental Group 20 60.59 

a=O.OS 

Table 4.10 indicates that supplementary computer assisted listening 

instruction di d not have a significant effect on the students' listening ability in 

the listening for general understanding subskill. 

4.2.5 Post Practice TOEFL Results 

Table 4.11 shows the results of the post practice TOEFL. As indicated in 

Table 4.11 the mean of the control group was 25.00, and the mean of the 

experimental group was 18.22. The mean difference was 6.78 with the control 
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We should also consider the results observed in the TOEFL scores. As 

shown in Table 4. 12, the experimental group achieved a larger score in the 

overall and the subskill means in the posttest But this was not valid for the 

TOEFL mean scores. The experimental group achieved a lower score in the post 

TOEFL test when compared with the post TOEFL mean scores of the control 

group. 

4.3 Pretest and Posttest Results of the Control Group 

4.3.1 Overall 

As we can see in Table 4.13, the pretest ınean score for the control group 

was 58.55, and the posttest ınean score was 61.23. The mean difference was 

2.68. According to the results of the t-test analysis, there was no significant 

difference between the pretest and the posttest for the control group 

(p=O. 2 704>0. =O. 05 ). 

Table 4.13 
Pretest-Posttest Total Scores 

of the Control Group 
Tests n m ean mean difference t p 

Pretest 58.55 

20 2.68 - 1.1353 0.2704 

Posttest 61.23 

a=o.o5 

The difference in the pre and posttest total score suggcst that there was no 

significant progress in the control group after the treatment. 

4.3.2 Pre and Post Listening for Communicative Purposes Results 

Table 4.14 shows that the ınean for the subskill listening for 

communicative purposes in the pretest was 78.46, and the m ean of the subskill in 

the posttest was 92.88. The mean difference was 14.42 and the subskill score in 
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the posttest was higher. By locking at the t-test analysis results we can see that 

there was a signifıcant difference between the subskill scores in the pretest and 

the posttest (p=0.0008<U=0.05). 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a=0.05 

Table 4.14 
Listerring for Communicative Purposes Means 

of the Control Group 
n m ean mean difference 

78.46 

t p 

20 14.42 -3.9778 0.0008 

92.88 

These results show us that the control group showed a significant progress after 

the treatment in the subskill Jistening for comnıunicative puıposes when 

compared with the subskill scores in the pretest. 

4.3.3 Pre and Post Listening for Specific Information Results 

Table 4.15 shows that the mean for the subskill listening for specific 

infannation in the pretest of the control group was 47.00, and the mean for the 

subskill in the posttest was 50.44. The mean difference was 3.44. 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a =0.05 

Table 4. 15 
Listerring for Specific Information Means 

of the Control Group 
11 m ean mean difference 

47.00 

20 3.44 

50.44 

t p 

-2.0150 0.0582 

As shown in Table 4.15, the t-test analysis results indicate that there is no 

significant difference between the subskill mean scores in the pretest and posttest 

(p=0.0582>a=0.05). In other words the control group showed no significant 
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progress in the subskilllistemiıg for specific infomıation after the treatment when 

compared with the subskill mean scores in the pretest. 

4.3.4 Pre and Post Listening for General U nderstanding Results 

The results in Table 4.16 show that the mean for the subskill listening for 

general understanding in the pretest was 56. 18, and the mean for the subskill in 

the posttest was 49.71. The mean difference was 6.47 with the posttest score 

being lower. According to the results of the t-test analysis, there was no 

significant difference between the subskill mean scores in the pretest and posttest 

(p=0.2598>a=0.05). 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a =O.OS 

Table4.16 
Listening for General Understanding Mean 

of the Control Group 
n mean mean ditference t p 

56.18 

20 6.47 1.1615 0.2598 

49.71 

The means for the pretest and posttest indicate that the control group' s score in 

the subskill li s tening for general understand1iıg has decreased after the treatment. 

This was not an expected decrease since the control group scores increased for 

the other skills. 

4.3.5 Comparison of the TOEFL Scores 

As it is shown in Tab le 4. I 7, the mean for the pre TOEFL test of the 

contTol group was 20.78, and the mean of the TOEFL test was 25.00. The mean 

difference was 4.22 with the post TOEFL test having a higher score. The results 

of the t-test analysis indicated that there is a significant difference between the 

pre TOEFL and the post TOEFL test (p=0.0314<0.=0.05). This suggests that the 
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control group showed progress in the TOEFL listening test after the gıven 

treatment. We can also say that the traditional listening instruction given in the 

classroom effected the listening ability for the achievement in the post TOEFL 

test. 

Table 4.17 
Pre and Post TOEFL Means 

ofthe Control Group 
Tests n m ean mean difference t p 

Pre TOEFL 20.78 

18 4.11 -2.3460 0.0314 

Post TOEFL 15.00 

0.=0.05 

4.3.6 Summary 

Tabi e 4.18 shows the summaıy of the control group pretest aı1d posttest 

m ean s. 

Table 4.18 
Summary of the Control Group Pretest and Posttest M ean s 

Control Group Pretest Posttest Mean Difference 
Overall 58.55 61 .23 2.68 
LCP * 78.46 92.88 14.42 
LSI 47.00 50.44 3.44 
LGU 56.18 49.71 6.47 
TOEFL 20.78 25.00 4.22 
LCP (Listen.ing for Coınmunicative Purposes) 
LSI (Lislening for Specific Purposes) 
LGU (Listcning for General Understanding) 
* Statistically Significant 

As we can observe in the above table, the mean difference for the listeniııg for 

commwıicative purposes subskill is larger than the m ean differences for the other 

skills. Also we have to consider the decrease in the mean score of the listening 

for general Ulldersta.ııdiııg subskill. There is no obvious reason for this decrease 
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but we can assume that traditional classroom instruction could have a negative 

effect on the achievement of this subskill in the posttest 

4.4 Pretest and Posttest Results of the Experiınental Group 

4.4.1 Overall 

As shownin Table 4 .19, the mean for the pretest was 53.88, and the mean 

of the posttest was 66.10. The mean difference was 12.22 and the higher score 

was achieved in the posttest According to the results of the t-test for paired 

samples, there is a significant difference between the pretest and the posttest of 

the experimental group (p=O.OOOO<a=0.05). In other words, the experimental 

group showed a significant progress after the treatment. 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

0.=0.05 

Table 4. 19 
Pretest-Posttest Total Means 
of the Experimental Group 

n mean mean difference 

53.88 

20 12.22 

66.10 

t p 

-6.3595 0.0000 

Therefore we can say that supplementaıy computer assisted listening instruction 

had a significant effect on the success in the posttest when compared with the 

pretest scores. 

4.4.2 Pre and Post Listening for Communicative Purposes Results 

Table 4.20 shows the results of the comparison of the pre and post 

h s tening for commwıicative purposes scores of the experimental group. 



Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a=o.o5 

Table 4.20 
Listening for Communicative Purposes Means 

of the Experimental Group 
n m ean mean difference 

82.50 

t p 

20 11.35 -3.6743 0.0016 

93.85 
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The mean for the subskill listening for commwn"cative purposes of the pretest 

was 82.50, and the rncan of the posttest was 93.85. The mean difference was 

11.35. As indicated in Table 4.20, there was a significant difference between the 

pre and the post subskill scores (p=0.0016<U=0.05). This means that the 

expeıimental group showed a significant progress in the post subskill scores. 

4.4.3 Pre and Post Listening for Specific Information Results 

As shown in Table 4.21, the mean for the subskill listening for specİfic 

infannation in the pretest was 43.8 1, and the rnean of the subskill in the posttest 

was 52.50. The mean difference was 8.69. The score in the posttest is higher and 

according to the results of the t-test analysis, tlıere was a signifıcant difference 

between the pre subskill and post subskill scores (p=0.0009<U=0.05). 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a=o.o5 

Table 4.21 
Listening for Specific Information Means 

of the Experimental Group 
n mean mean difference 

43.81 

20 8.69 

52.50 

t p 

-3.9258 0.0009 
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Based on the results of the t-test we can conclude that the experimental group 

showed a significant progress in the listemiıg for specific ıiıfonnation subskill 

after the treatment. 

4.4.4 Prc and Post Listening for General U nderstanding Results 

As it is shown in Table 4.22, the mean for the subskill Jistening for 

general understandıiıg in the pretest was 49.97, and the mean for the subskill in 

the posttest was 60.59. The mean difference was 10.62 with the posttest having a 

higher score. 

Tests 

Pretest 

Posttest 

a=o.os 

Table 4.22 
Listening for General Understanding Means 

of the Experimental Group 
n m ean mean difference 

49.97 

20 10.62 

60.59 

t p 

-3.0286 0.0069 

The results of the t-test analysis indicated that there was a significant difference 

between the pre and post listemiıg for general wıderstandi11g scores 

(p=0.0069<a=0.05). This means that the experimental group scored a 

significantly better score in the posttest after the given treatment. 

4.4.5 Comparison of Practice TOEFL Scores 

Tab le 4.23 shows the results of the t-test for the practice TOEFL scores in 

the experimental group. 



Tes ts 

Pre TOEFL 

Post TOEFL 

0.=0.05 

Table 4.23 
Pre and Post TOEFL Means 
ofthe Experimental Group 

n mean mean difference 

14.33 

18 3.89 

18.22 
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t p 

-1.5809 0.1323 

The mean of the pre TOEFL test was 14.33, and the mean of the post TOEFL test 

was 18.22. The mean difference was 3.89 with the post TOEFL test having a 

higher score. When we look at the results of the t-test analysis we see that there 

was no signifıcant difference between the pre and post TOEFL scores of the 

expeıimental group (p=0.1323>a=0.05). This means that the supplcmcntary 

computer assistcd listerring instruction had no signifıcant effect on the 

achievement in the TOEFL test. 

4.4.6 Summary 

Table 4.24 shows the su,mmaıy of the experimental group pretest and 

posttest means. 

Table 4.24 
Summary of the Experimental Group Pretest and Posttest Means 

Experimental Group 
Overall * 
LCP * 
LSI * 
LGU* 
TOEFL 

Pretest 
53.88 
82.50 
43.84 
49.97 
14.33 

LCP (Listening for Coınmunicativc Purposes) 
LSI (Listcning for Spccific Purposes) 
LGU (Listcning for General Undcrstand.ing) 
* Statistically Significant 

Posttest 
66.10 
93.85 
52.50 
60.59 
18.22 

Mean Difference 
12.22 
11.35 
8.69 
10.62 
3.89 

As seen in the above table the experimental group scored higher in the posttest 

The differences for overall and individual subskills was signifıcant. It was 
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interesting, lıowever, that although the mean scores increased significantly for 

each subskill as well as for overall, the increase in the TOEFL was minimal. 

4.5 Results of Attitude Questionnaire of the Experimental Group 

An attitude questionnaire was given to the experimental group (computer 

assisted class) to detennine the attitudes of the subjects towards computer 

assisted leaming. The maximum score to be achieved in this questionnaire was 

30. The collected scores were later transposed to a 100 percent point scale .. 

The mean of the questionnaire was 26.79. When we consider the 

maximum score of 30, which resembles a positive attitude towards computer 

assisted leanıing, then we can say that the experimental group showed a positive 

attitude. 

Table 4.25 shows the percentages of the responds given to each question 

in the questionnaire. 

Table 4.25 

Computer Assisted Learning Scale, with Percentages ofResponds 

Attitudc Scale ltcm 
1. While studying with conıputers, the time passes quickly. 
2. lleanı quickly wlıile studying with coınputcrs. 

3. I feci uncomfortable \vlıile studying wilh computers. 

4. Lcaming with computers incrcases my success. 

5. Learning from computers increases my confıdence. 

6. Computers makc me cager to study more. 

7. At fırst, lcarning \Vitlı computers seems enjoyablc but later I' ın bored. 

8. lnstruction with computers is very enjoyable. 

9. I would like to learn all the courses witlı computers. 

ı O. llcam easily with colorful graphics and animation. 

Mcan=26.79, Sd=2.54, Max=30 

Yes (%) Soınetimes ('Yo) 

83.33 16.67 

70.83 25.00 

0.00 16,67 

66.67 25.00 

66.67 16.67 

62.50 25.00 

4.17 20.83 

83.33 16.67 

70.83 16.67 

83.33 8.33 

Table 4.25 also shows that none the students answered "no" to question 1 

in the questionnaire. This means that none of the students think that the time does 

not pass quickly while studying with the computer. Also the same was valid for 

question 3. None of the students answered "yes" to question 3. This means that 

No(%) 

0.00 

4.17 

83.33 

8.33 

16.67 

12.50 

75.00 

0.00 

12.50 

8.33 
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they do not feel uncomfoıtable while studying with the computer. Also in 

question 9, none of the students think that instruction with computer was not 

enjoyable. 

4.6 Summary of Results 

Tab le 4.26 presents the summary ınean results of control and experiınental 

groups' overall, subskills and practice TOEFL scores. 

Table 4.26 

Summaı-y Mean Results of Control and Experimental Groups' 

Overall, Subskills and Practice TOEFL Scores 

Groups Prc-Post Tcsts Communc. Pur. Spccifıc Inf. General Und. TOEFL 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

Control Group 58.6 61.2 78.5 92.9* 47.0 50.4 56.2 49.7 20.8 25.0** 

Experiıncnta1 Group 53.9 66. 1* 82.5 93.8* 43.8 52.5* 4.J..O 60.6* 17.6 

* sıgnıficant diffcrence wıtlun group 
** signifıcant di[fercnce bctween groups 

As seen in Table 4.26 , the experiınental group showed significant 

progress due to treatment. This was tme for all three subskills as well as for the 

overall results. But the experimental group did not show significant progress in 

the practice TOEFL tests. 

The control group showed no significant progress after the study when 

their overall pretest and posttest mean scores are compared. The same could be 

said for the subskills except the listening for comıııunicative pwposes subskill. ln 

this subskill the control group showed significant progress after the study. 

Anather fact is that there was no significant difference between the groups 

when their pretests and posttests are cornpared. This means that computer 

assisted listening instıuction was not effective when compaı·ed with traditional 

classroom listening instruction. The only significant difference between the 

groups was in the TOEFL test. There was no significant difference between the 

groupsin the pre TOEFL test but after the treatment the contı·ol group showed a 

18.2 
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significant difference with the experimental group in the post TOEFL test. This 

means that traditional classroom instıuction was more effective in the 

achievement in the TOEFL listening test than computer assisted listerring 

instruction. 



CHAPTERV 

D ISCUSSION 
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The aim of this study was to determine whether supplementaıy computer 

assisted listening instruction had an effect on general listen.ing comprehension 

proficiency and i ts subskills -listening for communicative puıposes, listening for 

specific infannation and listewiıg for general understanding Also another aim of 

the study was to evaluate the students' attitudes towards computer assisted 

leaming. 

The overall results of the pretest ( including overall pretest sc o res with 

subskills combined, listening for coınınwıicative puıposes scores, listening for 

specific infannation scores and listening for general wıderstanding scores) 

showed that the control group and the experimental group were equal and that 

there was no significant difference between the groups. The pretest mean scores 

of the control group in the overall pretest, in the subskills listening for specific 

information, listeniııg for general understanding and in the TOEFL, were h.igher 

than the experimental group ( cf. Tab le 4.6). The mean score for the subskill 

listening for communicative puıposes ( cf. Tab le 4.2) was higher for the 

experimental group than the control group. Statistical analysis, however, showed 

that this difference inthemean scores was not significant. 

In the pretest results, we can see that the mean score of the subskill 

listening for conımunicative purposes (cf. Table 4.6) was much higher than the 

other mean scores. The reason for the high score in the subskill Iistening for 

communicative puıposes may be the tasks which were tested in this subskill part 

of the pretest. These tasks were descıibing people and givüıg/taking directions. 

The subjects involved in this study had soıne background knowledge on these 
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tasks. We should consider the other language lessons that the subjects had in 

their regular preparation classes. The topics mentioned above were also dealt 

with in their speaking classes. Therefore we can expect a higher score in this 

particular subskill and investigations indicate that background knowledge can 

effect listening cornprehension ability (Rubin, 1994; Samuel's, 1984, Dunkel, 

1986). 

Anather fact revealed in the results of the pretest was that the mean 

difference in the subskill Jistening for general uııderstandiııg was larger than the 

m ean differences in the other subskills tested in this study. The m ean difference 

for k<itening for !>pecific infannation w as 3 .19 and the m ean difference for 

iİstening for communicative pUI]Joses was 4.04. But the mean difference for 

Iİstenİng for general understanding was 12.21 ( cf. Tab le 4.6). The experimental 

group received the lower score in this subskill. The explanation for this mean 

difference ınay be that tasks involved in the testing of this skill were putting 

pictures and stateınents into order and especially putting stateınents into order 

was reported by the experiınental group to be a diffıcult task. However statistical 

analysis showed that there was no signifıcant difference between the groups. 

The scores of the pre TOEFL test were low. The subjects had no prior 

knowledge about TOEFL based tasks and they had not received any TOEFL 

related listening comprehension training. The skills and task types in their regular 

listening classes before the treatment had also no relation to TOEFL based 

listening tasks. These factoı·s can be the reason of these low scores. W e also 

should not forget the elementary language level of the students. 

The statistical analysis of the posttest show ed us the final findings of this 

study. ln the total posttest mean score the experiınental group scored a higher 

score than the control group ( cf. Tab le 4. 7). Stili this was not enough to say that 

the computer assisted treatment given to the experimental group created a 

significant difference between the groups. In other words, supplementaıy 

computer assisted listening instruction did not effect general listening 

coınprehension proficleney when compared with traditional classroom 
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instruction. This result can be repeated with the subskills which were also taken 

in to account in this study. When w e compare both group s' m ean scores for the 

subskills we can see that the experiınental group scored a higher score. W e can 

say that supplementary computer assisted listening instıuction did not create an 

effect on the subskills tested in this study when coınpared with the group which 

received traditional classroom listening instıuction. 

As it was ınentioned before the contı·ol group scored a higher score in the 

listening for general wıderstanding subskill in the pretest. The mean difference 

was 12.21. But in the posttest, this time, the experimental group scored a higlıer 

score in this subskill and the m ean difference w as 10.88 ( cf. Tab le 4. 12). This 

finding is similar with Lowe and Bickel's (1993) findings. They reported that at 

the beginning of the study the computer assisted group' s pretest score w as lower 

than the tı·aditional group. But after theiı- experiment the computer assisted group 

scored a higher score in the posttest Also Dunkel (1987) reports that when 

computers are used in language instruction than leaming pace is fastcr. In our 

case, we can say that the computer assisted enwonment effected the 

experimental group's leaming pace ın a positive ınanner. In other words, 

computer assisted listening instıuction effected the learning pace of the 

expeıimental group jn a large account while traditional listerring instruction did 

not effect the learning pace of the control group in a that large account. Stili with 

a mean difference of 10.88, the statistical analysis showed that there was no 

significant difference between groups. 

The re w ere no significant differences between the group' s overall posttest 

mean scores and subskill mean scores but the same was not valid for the post 

TOEFL results. It was interesting to observe that the experimental group scored a 

greater score in the overall posttest and in all the subskills, but not in the post 

TOEFL test. The reason for this may be the different lea..rning environnıents the 

subjects were in during the tı·eatrnent and it also could be the negative attitudes 

the subjects in the experiınental group had towards the TOEFL test. After the pre 

TOEFL test the subjects reported that the test was too difficult, that they could 
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not understand the native speakers and that the statements in the test were not 

repeated and were spoken too fast. Before the post TOEFL test the subjects 

entered the test with the same thoughts. These thoughts could have caused a 

negative effect on their achievement in the post TOEFL test. The results revealed 

that there was a signifıcant difference between the groups ( cf. Tab le 4.11 ). This 

means that the control group which received traditional classroom listening 

instruction showed a signifıcant progress in the TOEFL test after the treatment 

when compared with the experimental group. 

W e can see that the posttest results of the study revealed no signifıcant 

difference between the control and the expeıimental group after the study ( except 

the TOEFL results). But if we look at the results within groups then we can see 

that there were some signifıcant differences. 

The mean difference between the pretest and the posttest of the control 

group suggest that there was no signifıcant progress. The control group achieved 

a mean difference of 2.68 when we compare the overall scores of their pretest 

and the posttest mean scores. The same pattern was found for the subskills 

listemiıg for specific infannation and /isteııing for general wıderstaııdıiıg ( cf. 

Table 4. 18). The control group did not show signifıcant achievement in these 

subskills after the experiment. 

Another interesting finding was that the control group showed a decrease 

in the subskill /is tening for generalunders tanding after the experiment. ( cf. Tab le 

4.1 6). The mean difference was 6.47 with a decrease in the posttest The reason 

for this decrease could not be explained but we can assume that the traditional 

classroom environınent may have effected the improvement of this subskill in a 

negative manner. 

However, in the subskilllistening for comınuııicative puıposes the control 

group showed a significant progrcss after the treatment. The mean diffcrence was 

14.42. The reason for this progress may be, as mentioned before, the language 

exposure students had in other lessons such as speaking. As we know in the pre

posttest taking/giving directions and describing people was tested in the subskill 
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listening for commzmicative pwposes. These tasks were also dealt with in 

speaking classes. Therefore the students may have made a positive transfer from 

their speaking classes. As it was mentioned before, both groups received a Iügher 

score in this subskill than in the other subskills. 

Also the TOEFL scores revealed a significant progress after the treatment. 

The contr·ol group had a mean difference of 4.22 after the tr·eatment and this 

difference was significant ( cf. Tab le 4. 1 7). This significance means that the 

tr·aditional classroom listerring insh·uction had a positive effect on the TOEFL 

listening scores. 

The experimental group showed a ditferent pattenı in their own pretest 

and posttest scores. If we coınpare the overall pretest and posttest scores of the 

experimental group we can see that there was a significant difference between the 

two tests. There was a mean difference of 12.22 (cf. Table 4. 19). This means that 

the expeıimental group showed significant progress after the treatment when we 

coınpaı·e their pretest and posttest overall ınean scores. In other words computer 

assisted listening instruction did effect the experimental group's achievement ina 

positive manner. 

The same was valid for the subskills tested in the study. In these subskills 

(Jistemiıg for coıımıunicative puıposes, listemiıg for general understanding and 

listemiıg for specific 1iıfonnation) again the experimental group showed a 

significant progress after the experiment ( cf. Tab le 4.24 ). 

However, we can not say the same for the TOEFL scores. The mean 

difference of the pre TOEFL and post TOEFL was 3.89 (cf. Table 4.23). This 

was the lowest ınean difference among the other listerring tests. This number did 

not reveal a significant difference between the two tests. The analysis of the post 

TOEFL test between the groups also showed that the experimental group did not 

show progress in the TO EFL listening tests. Here w e can again s ta te that 

computer assisted environment did not have a positive effect on TOEFL 

listening. 
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As a result we can say that supplementary computer assisted listerring 

instTuction had an effect on the progress of the listening comprehension ability 

when we look at the tests within the experimental group. 

An attitude questionnaire was given to the experimental group to 

deteımine the subjects attitudes towards computer assisted leaming. The results 

revealed that the experimental group showed a positive attitude towards computer 

assisted leaming ( cf. Tab le 4.25). Al so the students repoıted that they had real 

fun while exercising listening on the computer. Also they repoıted that they felt 

confıdent in front of the computer and that they w ere more self-confıdent w hile 

working with the computer than working in the classroom. They also believed 

that this instruction would increase their success after using computer. These 

findings were similar to the fındings of Aşkar, P, H. Yavuz and M. Köksal 

( 1 992). In the ir study they tried to revcal the attitudes of fıfth grade elementaıy 

students. In that study the mean of the attitude questionnaire was 26.38 while in 

this study the mean w as 26. 79. ln the ir study they state that the children fe lt quite 

positive attitudes towards learning with and from the computer and that they 

believed that their success and self-confıdence were increased while studying 

with computers (Aşkaı·, Yavuz and Köksal, 1992). 

As it was mentioned above, the results of the questionnaire indicate that 

the subjects in the experirnental group showed positive attitudes towards 

computer assisted leaming. We can assume that this positive attitude may have 

contributed to their speed of leaming in a computer assisted environment. As the 

results show the experimental group showed ınore achievement then the control 

group when we conıpare the differences between their pretests and posttests. This 

means that the experimental group made a leap while the control group made 

steps. The positive attitude of the experimental group could have an effect on this 

leap. 
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Both language teachers and language leamers tend to overlook the 

impoıtance of listening comprehension skills. The reason is that they are 

completely fixed to one goal and that is to speak the language. Therefore they fail 

to recognize that listerring skills are the prerequisite skills for the development of 

speaking skills. W e know that the most common question asked is "Do you speak 

... ?" but w e know that no one can speak a language unless one can understand it. 

Stili we rarely hear the question "Do you understand .. . ?" (Chastain, 1988). This 

is one reason why teaching listening comprehension skills were not given the 

sufficient importance but stili we are seeking new ways to overcome the 

problemsin listerring classrooms. This study sought the answers to solutions for 

problems in the listening classroom. These problems were identified to be the 

individual differences of leamers, adequate visual input, immediate feedback and 

the learner's interaction with the material. 

By tıying to combine the listening classroom with technology which is in 

our case the computer, this experiment was conducted to reveal the effects of 

suppleınentaıy computer assisted listening instruction on general listening 

comprehension ability. Technology is appropriate for the needs for second 

language skills throughout the world and is also providing new and exciting 

means of helping students develop second language skills (Chastain, 1988). 

Chastain ( 1988) also ads that computer assisted instruction offers previously 

impossible options for out-of-classroom language use as well as exciting 
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possibilities for usage practice. These assumptions about the effectiveness of 

computers in language teaching encouraged us to conduct this study. 

This study was done to deteımine the effects of supplementaıy computer 

assisted listening instıuction on general listening comprehension ability. In the 

study 40 subjects were used and they were divided into two classes: control 

group ( tı·aditional class) and experiınental group (computer assiste d class). The 

conh·ol group received tı·aditional listening coınprehension instıuction in the 

classroom with a textbook and an audio tape. The experimental group received 

computer assisted listening instruction ina computer laboratory. Both inshuction 

was a supplementary for the general listening instıuction given at the English 

Language Preparation Program of Anadolu University's Coınmunication 

Sciences Faculty and Education Faculty. In this study computer instı·uction was 

considered as suppleınentary insh·uction for listening but not as a substitute for 

general classroom listening instruction. 

The textbook used by the control group as a supplementaıy material was 

designed according to the content of the computer program used by the 

experimental group. Before the treatment started a pretest was given to determine 

the listening cornprehension level of the subjects. The pretest consisted of three 

listening subskills: listening communicative puıposes, listening for specific 

wıderstanding and üstening for general wıderstandİng. The treatment lasted for 

20 classroom hours. At the end of the tı·eatment an attitude questionnaire was 

given to the experimental group to deterrnine their attitudes towards computer 

assisted leanıing. Later a posttest was given to the subjects. The posttest was the 

same as the pretest because the airn in the study was to detennine if there w as an 

effect of computer assisted listening instruction on general listening 

cornprehension ability after the given treatment. 

5.2 Conclusion 

Expeıirnental studies in the field of language teaching are conducted to 

revcal questions which appear in our minds after we experience ceıtain problems 
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or baıTiers in our classroom s. This study is an outcome of such an experience. As 

mentioned before, in this study certain problems were experienced and the 

solutionsfor this problems w ere suggested to li e in the usage of technology in the 

classroom. In our case, technology was the computer, and its effects in the 

listening classroom. 

Three research questions were asked in this experimental study. These 

questions were: 

1. How do supplementary listening classes in different Iearning 

environments (Computer Assisted Class - Traditional Class) effect the students' 

general listening comprehension ability? 

The answer to the question was that supplcmentary computer assisted 

listening instruction was not more effective than traditional supplementary 

classroom listening inshuction. After the tı·eahnent, the analysis revealed that 

there was no statistical difference between the two groups. 

The most important finding of the study was that the control group 

showed no progress when their pretest and posttest were coınpared. But the 

expeıimental group showed progress after the treahnent. This means that 

supplementary computer assisted instıuction could have an effect on the speed of 

Iearning. 

2. Ho w do these environments (Computer Assisted Class-Traditional 

Class) effect each of the listening sub-skills? 

There w as no significant difference between the groups' subskill scores. 

Suppleınentary computer assisted listening instı·uction did not have a greater 

effect on the subskills used in this study. 

If we Iook within groups, we can say that the contı·ol group showed no 

progress in the subskills ( except in listening for general understanding) when we 

compaı·e their pretest and posttest subskills scores. However the experimental 

group showed progress in all of the subskills. 

3. What are the attitudes to w ards computer assisted instruction in the 

Computer Assisted Class? 
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The attitude questionnaire given to the experimental group showed that 

subjects who studied with the computers had positive attitudes towards computer 

assisted learning. This finding show ed us that the students lik ed the idea of using 

computers as helpers in their effoıt to leam a language. They reported that it was 

a good experience to leanı from computers and that they would hke receive more 

computer assisted iı1struction in their lessons. 

As a conclusion we can say that computer assisted instruction could be 

useful if we look from the point of the leanıer. The leamer thinks that using 

computers could be useful and that they are interesting and enjoyable. If we look 

from the po int of success, then we can say that computer assisted instıuction was 

not ınore effective than tı·aditional classroom instı·uction in this study. The overall 

picture presented in this study shows that computer assisted instruction in 

listening has the same effect on general listening ability as traditional classroom 

instnıction. 

5.3 Suggestions for Further Research 

As was deseribed in C hapter III, the length of the treatment w as 20 hours. 

Another research could be done with a time length of a whole year. The findings 

of this kind of reseaı·ch could reveal different answers to the effectiveness of 

computer assisted language learning or instruction. 

Also other computer software could be used in these kind of experiments 

sine e w e didn 't know if the program used in o ur study was the most appropriate 

one for listening comprehension. As we know computer technology is improving 

veıy fast and new designed language leaıning softwaı·e packages are being 

presented for the needs of leamers and teachers. Therefore by using these 

different programs other studies dealing with the improvement of Iistening skills 

could be conducted. 

This study revealed that leamers show positive attitudes towards computer 

assisted leaming, but we did not investigate if there is a conelation between 

attitude and success. This could be investigated, too. 
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Al so the effect of computer assisted language instruction in other language 

skills like reading, grammar or writing could be the subjects of experinıental 

studies. 
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Appeııdix 1 

Sample Classroom Lessoıı 

Part 1: Deseribe how to go from the University gate to the central post office. 

Deseribe how to go from the University gate to the Arı cineına . 

Deseribe how to go fi·oın the University gate to your dormitory or house. 
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Part 2: Follow the instructions on the tape to find the correct building on the map. Write 

the correct number into the correct building. You always start at the parking lot. 

1' 
ıl 
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Name: 

Class: 

Appendix 2 

Listening Pretest and Posttest 
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Part 1: You will hear people describing someone they are looking for at a party. Listen 

and number the people correctly tr om 1-7. 



Paı·t 2: Look at the picture of a classroom. You will hear ten sentences about the 

picture. For each senten ce decide if it is true or fal se. 

1. True False 

2. True False 

3. True False 

4. True False 

5. True False 

n LAllı<A 

6. True False 

7. True False 

8. True False 

9. True False 

10. True False 
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Part 3 A: You will hear people asking where the places below are. Number the correct 

places on the map. 

1. chemist 4 . supermarket 

2. post office 5. petrol station 

3. book shop 6. bus stop 

Part 3 B: Listen to people being given directions to the places below. Mark the 

directions on the map and write in the correct Jetter for the places they are looking for. 

A. Star Hotel D. supermarket 

B. bank E. travel agent 

C. hairdresser F. dry cleaner 
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Part 4: The pictures tell the story ofhow aman fırst met his wife. Listen to the story on 

the tape and try to put the pictures in the correct order. 

Part 5: Read the statements below. After, you are going to listen to a text about 

"crying". While listening put the statements into the correct order by numbering them 

from 1 to 8. 

_ _ Nobody knows why there is more protein in emotional tears. 

__ There are some known facts about crying. 

__ William Frey is using hundreds of men and women in his study about tears. 

__ Women cry more often than men and it is unknown why they cry more. 

__ Science is stili asking questions about crying. 

_ _ There are many reasons for crying. 

__ lt is good for our health to cry. 

__ There is a theory about why people cry but it has not been proved yet. 
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Part 6: You are go ing to here fo ur peop)e answer questions on a radio program. A5 you 

listen to the tape complete the following chart. 

1. Wtıat is the 
speaker's job? 

2. What does he 
or sh e do for 
lun? 

3. What exciting 
thing has 
happened 
recently? 
-----

4. Whodoesthe 
speaker 
admire most? 

5. What does the 
speaker w ant 
to be doing in 5 
years? 

-
eaker: 1stsp 

(David George) 

-

------

2nd speaker: 3rd speaker: 4th speaker: 
(Suzanne Brown) (Ada/fo Vasquez) (Linda Montgomery) 

-· -

-
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B: Yes, in Newman Street, next to the aıt galleıy. 

3. A: Exeuse me, where can I find a bookshop? 

B: There is one on the conıer of Cross Street and Newman Street. 

4. A: Could you teli me where the supeımarket is, please? 

B: Yes, in West Street, between the cinema and the hotel. 

5. A: I'm looking for a petrol station. 

B: There is one opposite the aıt galleıy, in Newman Street. 

6. A: Is there abus stop near here? 

B: Yes, in front of the church in Newman Street. 

Part 3 B 

Listen to the people being given directions to the places below. Mark the 

directions on the map and write in the correct letter for the places they're looking 

for. 

1. A: I 'm looking for the S tar Hotel. 

B: Oh, yes. Go along Bell Lane until you come to the bridge. Cross over the 

bridge and it' s on your left. 

2. A: Is there a bank near here? 

B: Go down to the end of Pine Street and tum right into Hanis Street. The 

bank' s on the right. 

3. A: l'm looking for a hairdresser. 

B: Let me thiuk. Oh, yes. I know where there's one. Go down Bell Lane and 

tum left into Oak Avenue. You'Il find one on the comer ofOak Avenue and 

Hanis Street. 

4. A: \Vhere's the nearest supennarket, please? 

B: Just a second. Go down Pine Street and tum into Hopper Road. W alk right 

to the end, and you'li see one on your right. 

5. A: Can you teli me where I can find a travel agent? 

B: Certainly. Go down Bell Lane, cross the bridge, and there is one on the 

right, opposite the hotel. 

6. A: I'm looking for a dıy cleaner. 



B: Um, let's see. Go down Pine Street and tum into HaıTİs Sh·eet. You'll see 

one on the left, just pass the conıer. 
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(Taken from Richards, J. C., 1990) 

Part 4 

l was working on a report in a little office, when a friend of mine, 

Richard, came by and said ''I' m having a birthday party tonight. Will you come?" 

And his house was very close to where I was working. 

It was a balmy sumıner's evening, and I made my way up this tali 

building-his house-and made my way to the roof, where lots of people w ere 

gathered. 

And iınmediately I got up there, I buınped into this lady, who was wearing 

a dress w hi ch was a flower design, of beautiful red design, and sh e had tights, I 

remember, which were light red as well, which at that time were slightly unusual. 

She had veıy close-cropped hair, and a tan-a rather ath·active suntan. 

And she was taking round some drinks to people, and she handed my a 

drink. And w e immediately got talking about where she' d been on holiday, which 

was in Spain. And that was the beginning of a veıy enjoyable relationship. 

(Tak en from Doff and B ec ket, 1991) 

Part 5 

Have a Good Cıy 

People are the only animals that cıy. We cry when we are sad. We cry 

when we are happy. When someone dies, we cry. When a baby is bom, we cry 

too. W e cry for thousands of reasons. A sunset A Beethoven symphony. A fiat 

tire. 

But cıying isa mystery. What are tears? How do they come? Why do they 

come. 1'v1odem science does not have all the answers to these questions 
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W e know a few facts about tears. W e know for example, that all tears 

have so me salt in theın. W e al so know that there are two different kinds of tears

emotional tears and reflex tears. Emotional tears come from feelings, happiness 

or sadness, for example. Reflex tears are the kind that come when we get a piece 

of diı1 in the eye, or when we peel an onion. 

William Frey, a scientist in Minnesota, is studying the chemistry of tears. 

He collected samples of tears from hundreds of men and women, To make these 

people cry, he showcd them sad, sad films (what some people call "four 

handkerchief rnovies). 

Frey's study shows that there is more protein in emotional tears than in 

reflex tears. But nobody knows why there is this extTa protein. And nobody 

knows where it comes from. 

Frey's study also shows that women cıy rnore often than men. In fact, they 

cry four times as often as men-an average of 5.3 times per month. However, 

Frey's study does not teli us why women cıy rnore. ls it because of biology? Or 

is it because it isokay for women (but not men) to cry? 

Frey has a theory about why people cry, but it is only a theoıy: he has not 

proved it yet. Frey says that stress-emotional or physical pressure- produces 

poison chemicals in the body. Crying removes these poisons and helps people 

stay healthy. 

Psychologists also believe that cıying is good for you. They say it lıelps 

reduce stress. Stress can cause high blood pressure, heaı1 disease, and other 

illnesses. Crying can help prevent tlıese illnesses and keep us well. For our health 

and happiness, it may be good for all of us, men and women, to have a good cry 

ınore often. 

(Tak en from Ri ce and Stempleski, 1 988) 

Ptlrt 6 

lntervicwer: Good moming, sir. I'm from radio station QRX, and 1 wonder if 

you' d mind answering a few questions for our survey today. 

David: Uh .... sure, why not? 



Interviewer: What's yow· name? 

David: U h, my name is David George. 

Intcrviewer: David, what do you do for a living? 

David: l'm a professional baseball player. 

Interviewer: Really? 

David: Mm-hmın. 

Interviewer: That' s tenifıc . What do you do for fun? 
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David: \Vell, I like to read the classics - you know, Dickens, Shakespeare, uh 

books like that. 

Interviewer: Fabulous. And what's the most exciting thing that's happerred to you 

recently? 

David: Just call me Dad. My wife and I ... uh .. had our first baby. 

Interviewer: Oh, (Yeah a little girl) that's wondeıful. 

David: Mm-hmm. 

lnterviewer: Who do you adınire most in this world? 

David: Well I admire my wife .... uh ... she is tenifıc. She's going to be a great 

ınother, great ınother. 

lnterviewer: Teırific . Wlıat do you want to be doing fıve years from now? 

David: Well...uh ... fıve years from now I' d like to be a father of fıve . I' d like to 

have lo ts of kids around the house. 

Interviewer: That' s fabulous . 

David: Y eah. 

Interviewer: Thanks veıy ınuch for talking to us, David. 

David: Well, thaıık you. 

lnterviewer: Good moming. I'ın from radio station QRX, and I wondered if 

you'd mind answering a few questions today for our survey. 

Suzaruıe: Not at all. 

Interviewer: What's your name? 

Suzanne: Suzanne Brown. 

Interviewer: Suzanne, what do you do for a living? 



Suzanne: rm lawyer. 

lntervicwcr: A 1awyer? And w hat do you do for fun? 

Suzanne: llike to run. 

lnterviewcr: Uh,huh. Running, !ike ... 

Suzanne: Jogging. 
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lnterviewer: .Jogging. And what's the most exciting tlıing that's happened to you 

recently? 

Suzanne: I got to nın in the Boston marathon . 

lnterviewer: Congratulations. And who do you admire most in the world? 

Suzanne: Oh, well I' d have to say Maıtin Luther King, Jr. 

Tnterviewer: Mmm, yes. And what do you want to be doing five years from 

today? 

Suzanne: Well, dare I say win the Boston Marathon. 

Irıterviewer: VvonderfuL Thanks a lot for talking for us today, Suzanne. 

Suzanne: You 're welcome. 

Intcrviewcr: Good moming, sir. l'm from radio station QRX, and I wonder if you 

could answer a few questions for our survey this moming. 

Adolfo: Oh, yes, yes. 

Interviewer: What's your name? 

Adolfo: My name is Adolfo Vasquez. 

lnterviewer: Adolfo, what do you do for a living? 

Adolfo: l'nı a dancer. 

Interviewer: A dancer. And what do you do for fun? 

Adolfo: I watch .... uh ... musical mo vi es. 

Interviewer: Musical ınovies . And what's the most exciting thing that' s happened 

to you recently? 

Adolfo: Oh, about six years ago I moved to United States (uh-huh) and that's 

quite exciting for me. 

lnterviewer: Y es, that is very exciting. What do you - who do admire most in the 

world? 



lnterviewer: Uh-huh. 

Linda: That would be great. 

lnterviewer: Thanks vcry much for talking to us today. 

Linda: Okay. 
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(Taken from Jones and Kimbrough, 1987) 
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Prncticc Set A 

1. (A) Shc couldıı't stc tlı c lcıter we ll X. (A) ll ow do you !ike your slıort 
l:llOUgiı fO re :ıd il. hai rcul'! 

(13) Shc w:ıs :ı ın:ı zeıllıy wlı:ı ı ıhe (13) Would 1 look li kc you with short 
N le ıı cr s:ıid. ha ir? 
00 (C) She w:ıs surprised ıo rccc ivc (C) Your haircu ı h :ıs ch:ınged ı he 

:ınoıh cr kttcr. w:ıy you look. 
(D) She didıı'ı rea lize she had rc:ıd (D) Whcncvcr I see you, you r hair 

ı he kıt cr hefore. looks diffcrcnı. 

2. (A) You don 'ı necd :ıny 9 . (A) The we:ll her is clearly wnm1cr 
pre req ui s iıes for ı ou:ıy . 
microhiology. ([3) The we:ı ıh er will be nice ıoday . 

(ll) You nced ı o ı:ıke cen:ıin (C) 'll ı e wc:ııher is bel ter i rı M ay. 
cqui pnıcnl ıo ı he (D) The good wcaıhcr won' ı !as ı. 
ınicrohiology ı.:o u rsc. 

(C) Y mı mu st take :ı nother cnursc 1 O. (A) Li sa sıoppcd ı o c :ı li mc. 
lıcfore cnnıli in g in (f3) Lis:ı no langer ıclcphoncs nı e. 
ıııicrobiology. (C) 1 woıı 'l shop wiıh Lis:ı. 

(D) You c:ııı ' ı he r.qui rc ıl ı o lake (D) 1 ha ve :ıskcd Lis:ı lo call. 
:ıny spcc ial biology coursc. 

ll . (A) 1 sı ili have a cold. 
J. (A) Louise is h :ıppy for nıc. (13) 1 w i sh 1 could ge l ıııore of ı hi s 

(ll) 1'11 :ısk Louise ıo do ı he copying. gol d. 
(C) I ıoo k soınc phoıos of Louise. (C) I w i sh iı wcrcıı'ı so cold. 
(D) Louise copicd from nıc. (D) 1 ınıısı lıuy nıore co:ıl. 

4. (A) Thcrc's grc:ı ı inıcrcsl shown in 12. (Al lt ı :ı kes us :ı quartcr of an hou r 
nıy :ıocicııı hi story class . ı o ge l ıo class on 1lıursd:ıy. 

(!\) lı's h:ırd to ıci! which f:ıcts are (fl) Our Thursday dasses are 25 
ıruc in :ıncicn ı lıi s ı ory . minules long. 

(C) lı isn't casy ı o rc~d :ıııcien ı (C) Wc have :ı 45-nıiııuıc bre ak 
history ICX IS. beıwccn cl:ısscs on Tlıursc.J:ıy . 

(D) 1 rc:ılly ılon'ı care ımıclı for (D) Wc're in class for three hours on 
:ın cicnı hisıory. ·n ıursd:ıys . 

5. (A) ll ~ ıliıln'ı ııhjecı :ıı :ıli. 13. (Al The profcssor is :ı ıhouglııful 
(ll) Il c \vas very upsı: t. per~:on . 

(Cl Ilc se l lı is ıııiıııltıı i ı. (B) The profc:;sor h:ıs l:ıu glı ı oldcr 
(D) Ilc -.vasn' ı arıııuyc:d wiıiı Anneııc. pcoplc th an ıııc . 

6. (A) Agr i c ulıu rc is ıııo rc developcd 
(C) 1 ılıou gh! ıhc professor w:ıs 

young er ı h :ın he is . 
here ıh:uı foresıry is. (D) J ıhoughı ılı aı wc had :ı new 

(ll ) llıe:ı r c.J ıh:ıı foresıry is :ı popul:ır profcssor. 
co! le ge nıajor here. 

(C) Ou r ın:ıyor is i ııı ercsted in ırecs 14. (A) J fec i likc !'ın sick. 
:nıd ga rdens. (!!) J 'ııı wc:ıring high-hccltd shocs . 

(D) llnılı fcırcsıry :ııııl :ırric ulıurc ::re (C) E veryonc !ıcrc is shnnrr ı han 1 
iınport;ıııı loca l indusıriı.:s. am. 

7. (A) Our ho:ıı has fou r sa i ls. 
(D) E veryonc is lai ki ng aboııı g i:ı nıs. 

(ll) Thcrc ' s goiııı.: lnlıc :ı s :ılc her~ . 
(C) We're goiııg ıoı!ıc ı:ıilnr's :ıl noon. 

iiliit.iı!ıJ IIJ:iiJ;ih+ (D) \\'c'n.: i:ık i ng our lıo:ıt uut for :ı 

s:ıi l. 

ı~ 
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15. (i\) 1lıe uni formcc.J ınan rc g,ıı l:ııcs 
:he !le:ıting system . 

(13) Your inforıııaticı:ı abouııhc 
dorınitor,· ru!cs is inc orrccı. 

(C) Didn' ı you .rcccivc :ı copy of tlıc 
form? 

(D) \\\~rc ı!'t you in formed about the 
new dormiıory rooıns? 

16. (A) Tim ' s unc lc sccnıs !o !ike :ııı. 
(13) lt l oc_ı~:s li kc the ~rtist cnjoys 

Tiı, ·s p:ıinıing . 

(C) Tiııı li\:rs his Unclc Art vcry 
mu c!l. 

(D) 1 helic:c Tim :ınt1 !ı is m~dc are 
ar1i ,!s. 

17 . (A) Wc ıııe: o:ı f'rid:ıy :ını! decided 
ıo fol low ı he program . 

(ll) Wc ıııı·eı oncc a week ı o p l :uı the 
nexı wcek's activities. 

(C) Wc de •: ideılıo have nu r 
pro: :r:uııs on Frid:ıy . 

(D) Wc lı:! ve :ı nıecıing cvcry week 
following our Frid:ıy 
:lctiviıics. 

1 x. (A) The ı c:ıchin g assisıanı nı ade up 
ıhc !i sı. 

{n) The tcaclıcr ass istcd mc in 
making prcp~rations for class . 

(C) 1 prcp:ıred ıhe !isı for ıhc 
tcaching nss istant. 

(D) l w:ıs prcp :ıred ıo as~ i st tlı c 
ı caclıc r . 

i 9. (i\) Dr. H:ınıilton is sorry Larry w ili 
OC Jcfl OUI. 

(ll) Dr. H:ınıilınn docsn'ı ıhiıı~ 
L:ırry s lıou!d he :i docıor. 

(C) L:ırry won'ı be :ıble ı o he ip Dr. 
1 l:ıınilton operalc. 

(D) L:ırry ı hinks Dr. i l:ııııiltoıı is :ı 
good pmfcssor. · 

20. (A) Only soınc of ılı e sıud cnıs were 
i ın pressed lıy ı he c:ınıpus. 

(B) S ome of ıhc st ııdcnıs lcfı ıhc 

c:ımpus bcc:ıusc it w:ıs too 
large. 

(C) N nı all ılıc sıudenıs ılı oııglıı ı he 
c:ımpııs w:1s ıoo modem. 

(D) i\ ll ıhe sıudcnıs foııııd the 
c:urıpus rcıııarkable . 

}. 

Jriıı.ı; ıı ·ıı:w ı peg;m'f 
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Practicc Set A 
--------~--·- ---- ---------- - ·--·-----··----·----·-

l':ırt C 

D irrc tion'\: lııtlıis part of the !::st. you \\.'ili lıı.·ar lnngt.:r C<.mvcrs:ıtions :ınJ t:dks. Afıcr c:ıc!ı 
~ilm or t:ılk, you wil! he askcJ soınc quesıions. You willlıc:ır the convc r s:ıt itıns 
:ıııd t:ı!ks and the qucsıions :ıhou ı the ın only one time. They will not be written out for you. 

/\(t er you lıc:ır :ı qııcstiorı, re:ıd ı he fmır possihlc :ın swcrs in your workhook and th:cidt:. 
wiıidı ~ı~ is tlı c hrst :ınswcr to the qu cs:iun you lıc:ınl. Tlıcıı, on your :ntS\VCr shcet, liııd 
ılır ııuıııhcr or ılıe qııcsıioıı and Iili iıı ılı e space ılı al correspoııds lO ılıe kıta of ı he aııswcr 
ynıı lı :ı vı: c !ı osc ıı . AııSWL'f :ıli qtıı.•s tioııs on the h:ısis of wh : ıt is st:ıted or imr:licd hy the 
'i f'L' :ıkl' f'i iıı ılıt• ı:ı!k or coııvers:ı ıinıı. ·---- - -- ·-

Ilere is a ıı l'Xamph·. On tlıl' n·ronling, you hl':tr: 

Nnw li s ıı:n to a s;ırnplc quı:s!ion . 

lıı your wnrkhnok, yoıı fl' :ıd : (,\) 1\ ııHhkrn d:ım:...: 
rrnducıi(>fl , 

(ll) 1\ llro:ıdw:ıy pl:ıy. 
((.' ) /\n exlıihiı or p:ıintin g s. 

· (i)) /\n opc·r :ı . 

S:ıınplc /\ nswcr 

00e0 

Tlır hl' '\1 aıı swı: r to ılıc . quc '\ tion, "\Vh:ıt is the wıım:ın intcrcstcd in ı..;cc in g?" is (C). "/\n 
l'.''.iıihiı or p:ıinıiıı gs ." Tlıl:fl'i'orc, tlıe l'Offl'l'l clıoiCL' is {C). 

Now li ...- !(.'IJ lo anotlıt•r .ı; :ııııplt: qıH'.'\ Iion. 

In your wo r klıook. yol! rr:ıd : (/\) /\ rtist s. 
(11) Tt~ıır gııi de s. 

(C) Cinıcns. 

S:ıınpk Answcr 
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(ll) Mıı s ici;ıııs . . 

Tlll· hL·.., ı :ııı swrr lo tlıc qııc'\tioıı, ''\\'!ın g:ıvc Nnv Ynrk it s ııickıı:ımc?" is (D), "~1usi c i:ıııs." ~) 
Tlıt·ıcl'orc, ı lu: cnrn'l't clıoicc is (i)). 

I{L·tıı ı.: rııhn , yoıı :ırc ..!.!_(_! 1. :ı linwed ı u ı:ıkc ııotc'\ or wri!L" in your workhook. 

:t!ı. ( ,\) Tn cxplain ılıe lıi~lı drııp-oııı ~X. (,\) Golling. 
r:ııc i ıı the sporı of (ll) Teııni s. 

nlıııpı..·titivc swi ınıı \ iıı g. (C) Fooılı:ıl l. 

n n To (.'Illi st Sllpport from p:ırcıı!s (D) Rıınııin g . 

r(lf scl uıl:ırslıip ı:ıu ı ırihıılitlll'\ . 

({_') To reı..·rııit '\wiııııııers froııı oılıer ~'). (/\) l ı is :ı lirclong sporı. 
spnrıs. lll) lt ın:ıy inıcr!'t-rl! \\'ith :ıc:ıdcmic 

(!)) To raisc fuıuls for a swi ııımin g studi es. 
roıııpı.: ıiıinn. (C) lı docs not offcr m:ıny finaııcia l 

rcw:ırds . 

:n . (/\) P; ın·ııt s ofswiıııııH.:rs . (D) lt is lt:ss dcınarHJ:ng th:ııı otlıcr 
(n} T ermi s co:ıdıc <.i. sporı s. 

((') C;ıııdid : ıt cs for ılı ç o.; wiııı ıı.::ıııı. 

(J)) t'oı ııpc ıiıivc rıırırıcr"i. 
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Practicc Set A 

40. (/\) Tlıc proj ·:cı ions for ııcxı ye:ı r' s 
ecnıınmv. 

(ll) The ri sc ;n· consuıııcr prices . 
(C) The diffcenccs hc tweı:n two 

:lppro:ıc hcs to cconomics. 
(D) The dirf:.: r~ncc bctw~en two 

count~·i :..:s ' ('Cl)!lonıic pülicics. 

41. (A) Tn k:ırn :~nırlı f:ı stcr ıl::ın s lıc 

h:ıs. 

(B) To hnrro·.\' ınoııt'\' froın ıhc ın;ı n . 
(C) To he in :: l:ır~rr ·c l:ıss. 
(D) To he in :lıe s:ııııe cl::ss :ıs ılıe 

111:1!1 . 

42. (/\) They :ıre ~ı uth ap pl yiııg r.ır :ı 
s clıııl:::·s lıip . 

(11) Tlı ey :ırr l "ıılı s ıııılyiıı ~ 

CClH\O~nirs. 

(C) They bo:~ı h;ı \'c ıo write tı:rın 
p:ıpcrs. 

(D) They lıo :ı ı work ror ılıc 
gll\'en ; !!IL'ııt . 

4~. (!\) Th:ıt of l::r~c eronoııı ic systeııı s. 
(ll) Tlı:ıı or i" d ividıı:ılnııısıııııcrs. 

(C) Tlı:ıı ur s::ı :ıll lıus iııesse s. 

(DJ Th :ıı or l::rge corpor:ı ıi nııs . 

4·1. (/\} The !alık, used iıı r:ıl c ul:ıti ng 

inıerc•: \ r:ııcs . 

(ll) The coıı::·ol or iıııerıı:ııioııal 
money cxch:ıngcs. 

(C) The ciTccı of fcder:ıl spending 
oıı the :!ıoney sııpply . 

(D) Tlıe cffcc!s or fctlcr:ıl ineome 
t:ı:<es (l!l consumpıion. 

-------·-----· ------ --- -

·15 . (/\) ll ow supplies of gootl s :ıre 
m:ıinı:ıincd. 

(ll) llow groııps re:ıct ıo price 
incrc:ıscs . 

(C) ll ow iııd i \'idu:ıls calctılatc t:ncs. 
(i)} llow iııdividu:ıls spen ıl ıheir 

incomcs. 

ıl(ı . {A) In ;ı dep:ınml'nl sıorl' . 

(ll) lıı :ı ııı eclıa ıı ic's workslıııp. 

(C) /\ı :ı ııewss t:ıııd. 

(i)) !ıı a ııewsp:ıper pre ssron ııı. 

.n. (/\) Recc·nı develnpınents in ıww s 
plull,) g r:ı pl ı y . 

(ll) The cffecı of waıcr-h:ısed iıık on 
st :ıııd:ırd priming proccdıın.· s. 

(CJ Tlıe advis:ılıiliıy of rrnıueııt 
clı:ıng ı:s iıı d ry· l'l c:ıniııg 
ııı c t lıods. 

(D) Expcriıııeııı:ıl priıııiıı g wiılı 
nil · h:ı se d inks. 

4S. (,\) The ııewsp:ıpc rs rcııı:ıin thin :ıııd 
lkxilılc . 

(ll } Tlıc presses can prinı l:ırger 

sheeıs of p:ıper. 
(C) The i nk is l":ıst -drying :ı nd clc:ııı. 

(D) The iıık c;ııı be clı:ın gcd and 
rcıcsı cd . 

'1'). (A) Presses ııı:ıy geı clogged wiılı iıık. 
(11) l':ı pcrs geı snıudgcd wiıh old in k. 
(C) Reporters prcfer the s ı:ıııdarJ 

method. 
(D) M;ıc!ıincs ın:ıy need to be oikd 

d:ıil y. 

50. (A) L:ırge priııı. 

(ll) Sınooılı p:ıges . 

(C) Ple:ıs:ıııı smcl l. 
(D) Clc:ııı lı:ınds. 

ftijlfifj ıj! iJo4y •r:JıP;!Jfi ı tefi=ıWl• Jil'ı'l •1;!!J•ll iWf'-'lq;4liil5fj%il 

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
2) 
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Appendix 5 

Attitude Towards CALL Questionnaire 

Read the questions and mark across (x) for "Yes", "Sometimes" or "No". 

Yes Sometimes No 

1. While studying with computers, the time passes quickly. 

2. r learn quickly while studying with computers. 

3. ı feel unconıfortable while studying witb computers. 

4. Learning with computers increases my success. 

5. Learning from compulers increases my confıdence. 

6. Computers make me eager to study more. 

7. At first, lcarning with computers seems enjoyable but 

la ter I' m bo red. 

8. lnstruction with computers is very enjoyable. 

9. I would like to learn all the courses with computers. 

1 O. I learn easily with colorfiıl graphics and animation. 

(Taken from Aşkar, Yavuz and Köksal, 1992) 



Appendix 6 

Distribution of Scores 

Control Group: Pretest Scores 

Subjects Overall LCP LSI 

28,5 38,46 31,25 

") 56,5 80,77 36,25 

3 67,5 96,15 53,75 

4 64 84,62 57,50 

5 50,5 53,85 43,75 

6 73,5 96,15 46,25 

7 60 96,15 67,50 

8 52 96,15 45,00 

9 57,5 100,00 41,25 

10 58 73,08 50,00 

ll 64 80,77 45,00 

12 73,5 100,00 56,25 

13 69 92,31 65,00 

14 50,5 96,15 38,75 

15 62,5 57,69 63,75 

16 68 88,46 50,00 

17 50 57,69 25,00 

18 67,5 80,77 53,75 

19 54 50,00 40,00 

20 44 50,00 30,00 

LCP: Listening for Communicative Purposes 
LSP: Listening for Specifıc Information 
LGU: Listening for General Understanding 
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LGU TOEFL 

17,65 14 

61,76 16 

61,76 20 

55,88 24 

55,88 28 

88,24 30 

23,53 16 

26,47 18 

29,41 24 

55,88 22 

73,53 18 

73,53 28 

55,88 18 

29,41 22 

64,71 20 

73,53 30 

73,53 12 

73,53 16 

73,53 

55,88 
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Control Group: Posttest Scores 

Subjects Overall LCP LSI LG tr TOE.FL 

51 100,00 30,00 38,24 12 

2 49 84,62 42,50 29,41 16 

3 55,5 100,00 41,25 38,24 30 

4 71 100,00 65,00 55,88 20 

5 36,5 57,69 43,75 11,76 28 

6 70,5 100,00 48,75 73,53 28 

7 75 100,00 70,00 61,76 18 

8 54 96,15 47,50 29,41 32 

9 67 100,00 55,00 55,88 28 

lO 49,5 92,31 41,25 26,47 28 

11 54,5 100,00 46,25 29,41 36 

12 71 100,00 50,00 73,53 42 

13 77 96,15 67,50 73,53 24 

14 53,5 100,00 43,75 29,41 24 

15 80,5 88,46 73,75 82,35 16 

16 86,5 96,15 68,75 100,00 24 

17 57,5 96,15 33,75 55,88 18 

18 68 96,15 67,50 47,06 26 

19 51,5 69,23 43,75 47,06 

20 45,5 84,62 28,75 35,29 

LCP: Listening for Communicative Purposes 
LSP: Listening for Specific Information 
LGU: Listening for General Understanding 
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Experimental Group: Pretest Scores 

Subjt~cts Overall LCP LSI LGU TOEFL 

63,5 92,31 51 ,25 55,88 24 
') 42,5 69,23 28,75 38,24 14 

3 60,5 84,62 48,75 55,88 22 

4 59,5 80,77 33,75 73,53 10 

5 78 96,15 47,50 100,00 20 

6 60 88,46 37,50 64,71 22 

7 52 88,46 57,50 20,59 10 

8 44,5 92,31 38,75 14,71 26 

9 58,5 76,92 48,75 55,88 20 

lO 58,5 84,62 36,25 64,71 24 

ll 50,5 80,77 48,75 29,41 10 

12 55,5 80,77 38,75 55,88 20 

13 53,5 96,15 46,25 29,41 14 

14 72,5 96,15 63,75 64,71 20 

15 49,5 80,77 46,25 29,41 10 

16 52 73,08 50,00 38,24 14 

17 51,5 69,23 36,25 55,88 24 

18 40 88,46 42,50 0,00 12 

19 43,5 88,46 46,25 5,88 

20 31 .5 42,31 28,75 26,47 

LCP: Listening for Communicative Purposes 
LSP: Listening for Specifıc Information 
LGU: Listening for General Understanding 



Experimcntal group: l)osttest Scores 

Subjccts Overall LCP LSl LGU TOEFL 

89 100,00 72,50 100,00 10 

2 46 73,08 35,00 38,24 18 

3 63,5 84,62 56,25 55,88 14 

4 67 100,00 55,00 55,88 6 

5 78,5 100,00 46,25 100,00 14 

6 63,5 100,00 61,25 38,24 32 

7 66 96,15 47,50 64,71 20 

8 57,5 84,62 48,75 47,06 16 

9 66,5 100,00 61,25 47,06 '12 

lO 73,5 96,15 36,25 100,00 18 

11 77,5 100,00 66,25 73,53 22 

12 67,5 100,00 48,75 64,71 18 

13 65 88,46 50,00 64,71 16 

14 83,5 96,15 61,25 100,00 16 

15 60 100,00 45,00 47,06 22 

16 65 100,00 52,50 52,94 30 

17 49 84,62 35,00 38,24 '16 
' 

18 59 100,00 57,50 29,41 28 

19 67,5 80,77 61,25 64,71 

20 57 92,31 52,50 29,41 

LCP: Listening for Communicative Purposes 
LSP: Listening for Specific Information 
LGU: Listening for General Understanding 


